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1. Overview and Purposes 

Educators are increasingly committed to adopting practices that are “evidence based.” Most 

education researchers agree that the randomized experiment1 has important advantages as a method 

for identifying practices that are evidence-based yet also recognize that randomized experiments are 

not always feasible. In such cases, those researchers will often choose another kind of experiment 

that is suitable to the task. For example, if the intervention is a remedial reading program given only 

to students who fail a reading test by scoring below a cutoff, a regression discontinuity design may 

be possible. Many such designs exist, some yielding weaker causal inferences, and others yielding 

stronger inferences (Shadish, Cook, and Campbell 2002). One of the stronger experimental design 

options is provided by single-case designs (SCD).2

Imagine an education researcher who wants to test whether a new treatment improves the social 

behavior of children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD).3 One option is to randomly assign 

children to receive either the new treatment or some comparison condition like a wait-list control or 

a standard treatment. Several problems may arise in this situation. A well-powered randomized 

experiment will usually require more children with ASD than are available to most researchers 

because of the relatively low prevalence of the disorder. Also, if the treatment is classroom or 

school-based, the random assignment may occur at the class or school level, which then necessitates 

a study that sometimes exceeds the resources available to most researchers who do not have 

substantial grant funding (Odom and Lane 2014). In addition, both parents and researchers may be 

concerned about placing children in a research design that requires withholding educational supports 

(e.g., in a control group) for an extended period of time (especially for young children in critical 

developmental periods).  

                                                 
1 This term and others in similar font throughout the document are hyperlinked to a glossary at the end of the 

document. Click on the term, and it will take you to the glossary definition.  
2 Much of this paper will apply equally well to research outside education such as psychology, social science, and 

medicine, where short time series like SCDs are widely used. In medicine, for example, SCDs are often called N-of-1 
trials.  

3 In this example, the case is the child. Cases are usually individuals like children or teachers but can also be aggregates 
such as classrooms. 
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In such cases, the researcher may appropriately choose to use an SCD in which the child is observed 

frequently over time, both in the absence or presence of an experimenter-controlled treatment 

manipulation. Roughly speaking, the logic of SCDs is that treatment effectiveness is inferred if the 

outcome covaries as expected in the presence and absence of the manipulated treatment. This 

characterization oversimplifies professional standards for valid causal inference in SCD research, so 

we return to this point in section 2.2.3. When certain conditions are met, such designs can yield a 

strong causal inference about whether the treatment works, and they can do so with a far smaller 

number of cases than would be needed to conduct a between-groups experiment (e.g., a randomized 

experiment). 

In principle, then, SCD studies could contribute to evidence-based practice reviews about what 

works when they address the question asked in the review, but they are omitted in such reviews 

more often than would seem warranted given the quality of evidence they yield. A key reason is that 

SCD researchers historically have emphasized visual analysis to assess and report the effects of 

treatments and they tend not to report statistical analyses. Skepticism about statistics among SCD 

researchers is founded partly in doubt that many statistical analyses that could be applied (e.g., 

regression, overlap statistics, standardized effect sizes) successfully  capture the nuances of SCD data 

(e.g., most overlap statistics do not take trend or autocorrelation into account; most trend is 

assumed to be linear), and partly in the fact that many of those statistics were or still are under 

development, with no consensus on why one should be chosen over another. Among the many 

possible statistical analyses that could be used, standardized effect sizes4 are particularly valued 

because they let reviewers compare results across studies having different outcome measures that 

otherwise could not be easily compared. As per our definition in the glossary, we use this term in its 

most general sense—any effect size that puts measures on a common metric, that is, a scale that 

purports to have the same meaning over studies. Well-known examples are the standardized mean 

                                                 
4 When we mention standardized effect sizes, many readers may assume we are talking about evidence-based practice 

reviews that include a meta-analysis. Of course, standardized effect sizes are essential to meta-analysis in most cases. 
Yet even when an evidence-based practice review does not include a meta-analysis, standardized effect sizes are still 
useful to allow reviewers to see whether effects on different outcomes within the same study have the same magnitude. 
In addition, a certain class of those effect sizes that we call “between-case effect sizes” also allows the reviewer to see 
whether effects from SCDs are of the same magnitude as effects from studies using between-groups designs. The 
example we give in section 6.1 of this paper about how effect sizes are used in a recent What Works Clearinghouse 
(WWC) review of the Spelling Mastery curriculum (U.S. Department of Education 2014b) will clarify this point. That 
review was not a meta-analysis, but it did report standardized effect sizes for the purposes just stated. 

http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/interventionreport.aspx?sid=579
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difference statistic and the correlation coefficient, both of which are a special case of our more 

general usage that also includes odds ratios, risk ratios, and the overlap statistics in SCDs.  

Not all effect sizes are standardized. An example is the simple raw difference between two means, 

often appropriate when all studies use exactly the same outcome (e.g., dollars, days in the hospital) 

so that there is no need to standardize this raw mean difference (Shadish and Haddock 2009). In 

SCD research, the difference between two phase means is, in fact, an effect size, albeit not 

standardized. However, such raw mean differences are not standardized (not on a scale with a mean 

of zero and standard deviation of one). Further, some effect sizes put diverse outcomes on a 

common metric but without standardizing. An example is an odds ratio in which dichotomous 

outcomes of different sorts can be put into a common effect size metric, but that metric is not 

standardized in the sense this term is used in statistics—dividing a value by its standard deviation to 

yield a score that has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.  

Adding standardized effect sizes may seem to some to be a big step. It is worth remembering, 

though, that it was not so long ago that between-groups studies failed to report standardized effect 

sizes, too, but they are now commonly reported. Accepted methods for calculating standardized 

effect sizes of SCD studies already exist and could have the beneficial effect of making it easier to 

interpret SCD studies in syntheses, reviews, and meta-analyses focused on identifying evidence-

based interventions. SCD research already makes many high-quality contributions to our knowledge 

of what works. The single best thing we can add to existing practice to make sure this research is 

accessible and influential is to have good effect size measures. We propose that a class of such effect 

sizes, which we will call standardized between-case effect sizes (see section 3.1.2), are the most 

applicable for this purpose. Hence, the goals of this paper are to suggest appropriate measures of 

between-case effect size that can be applied to SCD research and to suggest how SCD researchers 

can report data from individual studies to make it easier for others to compute effect sizes in the 

future.  

Visual analysis has a long history and conceptually compelling set of rationales buttressing its use, 

and nothing in this paper is intended to challenge the continued thoughtful use of visual analysis in 

SCD research. Nonetheless, failure to report statistical analyses in SCDs is an obstacle because many 

researchers conducting evidence-based practice reviews value conventional forms and 
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representations of evidence using statistics to integrate findings across multiple studies (U.S. 

Department of Education 2014a). 

1.1  Who Are the Audiences for This Paper?  

This paper has four primary audiences and different parts of this paper will be of primary interest to 

different audiences. The first is SCD researchers who conduct the original SCD studies. We hope to 

add a tool to the repertoire of single case researchers that may be useful in its own right and that 

may help highlight the value of SCD studies to those outside the SCD community. The second is 

those who review literatures to identify what works. Sometimes those reviewers are SCD researchers 

themselves, but just as often the reviewers are scholars outside the SCD community in academia, 

private contract research firms, or governmental bodies at all levels that have interests in questions 

about effective interventions. For all those reviewers, we aim to provide statistical recommendations 

about effect size calculations and their use in meta-analysis and pertinent examples to encourage the 

inclusion of SCD studies in evidence-based practice reviews. The third audience is those in policy 

positions with resources and interests in improving the use of SCDs both as a method in their own 

right and as one of many methods that can contribute to knowledge of what works. For them, this 

paper, especially Chapter 6, includes numerous suggestions for future directions that can help 

advance these ideas. The fourth audience is scholars with a statistical and methodological bent who 

might themselves help make those advancements. Right now, relatively few of them are involved in 

such efforts, but the intellectual issues in the analysis and meta-analysis of SCD research are 

theoretically interesting in their own right (Shadish 2014a).  

1.2  An Overview of the Paper  

Readers may find it useful to see a brief summary of both the structure of the paper and of its 

recommendations. Its structure is as follows:  

• Chapter 2 defines SCDs in detail, gives examples of their basic forms, and discusses the 

logics that buttress causal inference in SCDs.  

• Chapter 3 introduces the nature of standardized effects sizes, discusses how and why they 

can help get SCD research included in evidence-based practice reviews, shows why the 

distinction between what we will call within-case and between-case effect sizes is important for 
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evidence-based practice, and reviews the strengths and weakness of three available between-

case effect sizes for SCDs.  

• Chapter 4 suggests an approach to reporting between-case effect sizes in SCD research and a 

discussion of relevant assumptions. In addition, we recommend that raw data from SCD 

studies be made more readily available in tables or as supplementary materials for extended 

analysis (including meta-analyses) by others, now and in the future.  

• Chapter 5 describes some other benefits that will ensue as SCD researchers begin to use 

between-case effect sizes more widely, including (a) the ability to design SCDs that are more 

sensitive to detect an anticipated effect size, (b) new kinds of studies examining assumptions 

about SCDs such as differences between visual and statistical analysis, (c) exploration of any 

relationship that might exist between effect size and researcher decisions to publish SCD 

results, and (d) accumulation of descriptive data about the size of the effects across many 

content areas using SCDs as well as within each content area to see what constitutes a small, 

medium, or larger effect.  

• Chapter 6 (a) shows how to use between-case effect sizes to identify evidence-based 

practices in reviews that include SCDs  and includes an example borrowed from the What 

Works Clearinghouse (WWC),(b) presents an introduction to how such effect sizes can be 

used with modern meta-analytic methods to provide more reliable and valid summaries of 

evidence, and (c) highlights conceptual issues that will necessarily arise when a reviewer 

wants to consider including results from both SCDs and between-groups studies in a single 

review.  

• Chapter 7 discusses the kinds of short-term and long-term activities that might eventually 

foster a consensual collaboration among SCD researchers and statisticians to encourage not 

only effect size reporting but possibly also many other methods of statistical analysis.  

These chapters make the following suggestions for the reporting of standardized between-case effect 

sizes in single-case designs:  

1. The chance that reports of results from SCDs will be included in evidence-based practice 

reviews will increase if those reports include a standardized between-case effect size because 

a. Standardization allows comparing results from outcome measures in different 

metrics; and 
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b. Between-case effect sizes are in the same metric as the effect sizes used in between-

groups studies, allowing comparison of results from SCD to those from between-

groups studies.5

2. Three approaches for calculating standardized between-case effect sizes for SCDs currently 

exist, each with different strengths and weaknesses. The potential user will need to read 

about these strengths and weaknesses before deciding whether to use any or all of them.  

3. Reports of SCD results will be strengthened when the following features are included: 

a. A standardized between-case effect size, the standard error of the effect size, and an 

associated inferential test, for each reported outcome; 

b. Citation to the exact effect size used and associated software or syntax; and  

c. A list of assumptions on which the use of the effect size is predicated, with statistical 

tests or other discussion of the plausibility of those assumptions. 

4. In addition to presenting their data in graphic form, SCD researchers should have their raw 

data available in tables (e.g., in a spreadsheet) that may be included in an appendix or 

repository so other researchers can access the original data. This will ameliorate problems 

caused by the time consuming and sometimes erroneous digitation of data from the 

publically available graphic forms.  

5. Meta-analyses that include SCD research would benefit from use of a more extensive set of 

modern meta-analytic statistics than has generally been the case in the past.  

This paper elaborates these key points. But first, we introduce the reader to the general nature of 

single-case experimental designs as they are used to assess the effects of interventions.  

                                                 
5 Notice this claim is not that results from SCDs and between-groups studies should be combined, just because the 

effect size allows them to be combined. Section 6.3 of this paper discusses many issues related to whether such 
combining should be done. 
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2. Background: Single-Case Designs 

SCDs are widely used to test the effects of interventions in many parts of education, psychology, 

and medicine (Gabler, Duan, Vohra, and Kravitz 2011; Horner and Odom 2014; Shadish and 

Sullivan 2011; Smith 2012). They are used in such education-related fields as school psychology, 

special education, remedial education, early intervention, occupational therapy, and speech 

pathology (Shadish and Sullivan 2011; Smith 2012).  

The core features of SCDs when used to test the effects of interventions include the repeated 

assessment of an outcome over time (i.e., a time series) within a case (which could be a child, a 

classroom, etc.), both in the presence and absence of an intervention, where the experimenter 

controls the timing of the intervention both within and across cases (Horner et al. 2005; Kratochwill 

and Levin 2014) (i.e., an interrupted time series). For example, most publications that use SCD 

methodology report results for three or more cases, some of which may receive the intervention at 

different times or may have the intervention removed and reintroduced over time (Shadish and 

Sullivan 2011). In all their forms, SCDs are indeed experiments (albeit not necessarily randomized 

experiments) because they meet the classic definition of an experiment throughout the history of 

science, i.e., that the researcher deliberately introduces a treatment to discover its effects, using any 

number of additional methods to help control for confounding variables (Shadish, Cook, and 

Campbell 2002).  

Sometimes, the SCD researcher randomly assigns conditions to time (Kratochwill and Levin 2010). 

For example, Himle, Woods, and Bunaciu (2008) treated four children with tics. They presented one 

of three conditions in each session (two treatments or no treatment), with the particular condition 

assigned to session randomly. Other examples of SCDs that used random assignment of conditions 

to time are Conelea and Woods (2008), Codding, Livanis, Pace and Vaca (2008), and Glover, Roane, 

Kadey, and Grow (2008). Kratochwill and Levin (2010) describe many variations of how random 

assignment of conditions to time might occur. When such assignment occurs, the result is a 

randomized experiment with the usual benefits of randomization for internal validity (Reichardt 

2006), albeit where the counterfactual is within-case rather than between-case (Shadish, Hedges, 

Pustejovsky, Rindskopf et al. 2014).  
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Indeed, one of Sir Ronald Fisher’s first examples of a randomized experiment—the famous Lady 

Tasting Tea experiment (Salsburg 2001)—was exactly this kind of randomized SCD. A lady in a 

faculty club said she could taste the difference between cups in which the milk was poured first and 

tea second, versus tea first and milk second. Fisher arranged to present eight cups of tea to her, half 

randomly using one order of pouring and half with the other. Salsburg (2001) reports the lady chose 

correctly every time. Fisher later showed how to analyze this as a randomized experiment. The 

example is particularly pertinent since Fisher is rightly understood to be the foremost developer of 

between-groups randomized experiments, so it is worth recalling his primary interest was in 

randomization, whether in a within-case or between-groups context. In medicine, where SCDs are 

called N-of-1 studies, such random assignment of condition to time is common, although those 

medical N-of-1 studies differ from social science SCDs in other methodological features that would 

warrant additional study in a paper that thoroughly compared them. For present purposes, however, 

because such random assignment is rare in social science SCDs, this paper focuses primarily on the 

usual forms of SCDs that do not use random assignment but in which replication is used to establish 

plausible causal inference through repeated demonstrations of an experimenter-controlled cause and 

effect relationship. 

We assume in the following discussion that the reader has some familiarity with SCDs; readers who 

wish more background can refer to standard texts in the field (e.g., Barlow, Nock and Hersen 2009; 

Gast and Ledford 2014; Kazdin 2011; Kratochwill and Levin 2014). The presentation of these 

designs focuses on the general methodological categories of SCDs, not particular implementations 

of them that may or may not meet acceptable professional standards. Consistent with this intent, we 

provide hypothetical examples of each design to clarify its basic features. In addition, we greatly 

oversimplify description of the treatments for didactic purposes, recognizing that the treatments 

used in SCD studies are often complex, sophisticated, and theory driven. Finally, we focus only on 

the use of SCDs to identify effective treatments or components of treatment, though SCDs can be 

used for other purposes.  
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2.1  Basic Forms of Single-Case Designs 

SCDs typically come in one of four basic forms or some combination of those four forms (Gast and 

Ledford 2014; Kazdin 2011; Shadish and Sullivan 2011; Smith 2012). This section is intended to be 

pedagogical, and so uses simple, hypothetical examples that often present clear effects so that the 

logic and concepts that buttress SCD research are easily seen. Examples in subsequent sections of 

this manuscript use real data with more real world complexities. 

2.1.1  Multiple Baseline Design 

By far the most common SCD is the multiple baseline design (Shadish and Sullivan 2011). The term 

multiple baseline refers to the experimenter monitoring multiple cases of an intervention with all cases 

being observed on the outcome at the same start time, but deliberately delaying the introduction of 

treatment at different times for different cases, and then following all cases through to a common 

end point. Each case has (at least) two phases, baseline and treatment, where the word phase refers to 

a time period during which observations are made while a constant intervention occurs, and those 

phases change over time. The length of the delay in a multiple baseline design (i.e., how long to wait 

after the first case gets treatment before the next one does) is usually determined by a participant’s 

(case’s) performance. The delay should be long enough for the treatment to show a stable behavior 

pattern in the treatment phase for the first case before moving on to the second case; treatment 

onset for the third case should occur after the performance of the second case demonstrates a stable 

pattern, and so on, if there are more than three participants.  

Example 2.1. A Multiple Baseline Design. In this hypothetical study, the researcher wants to give 

the same intervention to each of four individuals, with the goal of reducing an undesirable outcome. 

For example, this could involve a treatment to reduce off-task behavior by young children with 

intellectual disabilities. To meet the standard of allowing multiple opportunities for the treatment to 

show an effect, the researcher gives the intervention at different times for each individual—at time 7 

for Individual A, time 12 for Individual B, time 17 for Individual C, and time 22 for Individual D. 
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Multiple Baseline Design 

The graph presents the results of the study, and its structure is typical of how SCD researchers 

present study results. The outcome is on the vertical axis, and time is on the horizontal axis. Each 

dot in the body of the graph is an outcome observation (that itself might be a composite of multiple 

observations within that one time point). The vertical dotted lines tell us when the intervention was 

given for each case. The results in this example suggest that the frequency of off-task behavior did 

decline after the introduction of treatment, but not before, and that decline occurred at four unique 

times that coincide with when the treatment was introduced to the four cases. It is difficult to think 
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of a plausible alternative explanation for why that decline would occur at four different times for 

four different individuals at just the time when treatment occurred.  

The multiple baseline design highlights our earlier point that many variations exist on each of these 

basic types of SCDs. For example, the multiple probe design (Horner and Baer 1978) replaces 

continuous observation of outcome during baseline for each case with occasional observation of 

outcome at theoretically specified points. Further, Example 1.1 is technically an example of a 

multiple baseline design across participants, but the design can be done within a single participant 

across different settings, materials, or behaviors. Details of such variations are beyond the scope of 

this paper but are described by Gast and Ledford (2014).  

2.1.2  Reversal Design 

A second design is called a reversal design, or sometimes a withdrawal or an ABAB design (often 

seen as A-B-A-B). For example, an ABAB design might start with baseline observations in the 

absence of treatment (phase A1), then introduce treatment (B1), and then remove treatment (A2) 

which is essentially returning to baseline, and finally reintroduce the treatment one more time (B2). 

The second baseline phase (A2) gives rise to the descriptor reversal, whereby the treatment is 

withdrawn and reverts to baseline.  

Example 2.2. A Reversal Design. This example shows a treatment applied to just one person who 

is displaying inappropriate social behaviors (e.g., perhaps a child in a recess yard), and the example 

uses a phase reversal design. The outcome in this example is the percentage of intervals in which the 

person is observed displaying appropriate social behavior during each session. To oversimplify for 

pedagogic purposes, the design is established to determine if introduction of the treatment will be 

associated with an increase in appropriate social behavior. Good professional practice is to have 

enough time points (sessions) in each phase to allow documentation of a clear pattern (level, trend, 

variability). Documenting a within-phase pattern typically requires at least five time points in each 

phase, but the number of data points needed to document a stable pattern varies depending on the 

behavior of concern and the context. This example has 10 time points per phase, and this is helpful 

because more time points provide more information statistically and sometimes even clinically.  
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Reversal Design 
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Appropriate social behavior is low during baseline. When the treatment is introduced, appropriate 

social behavior increases, which is the first demonstration of a treatment effect. In the reversal 

phase, the treatment is withdrawn and appropriate social behavior decreases (a bad outcome); this is 

the second demonstration of a treatment effect. Finally in the last phase, the treatment is 

reintroduced and the outcome again improves, which is the third demonstration in which 

manipulation of the independent variable was associated with change in the dependent variable 

(appropriate social behavior) with effects that are consistent with the hypothesis that the treatment is 

functionally related to an increase in the level of appropriate social behavior.  

Causal inference is supported by the demonstration that the outcome tracks the presence or absence 

of treatment when it is deliberately introduced or withdrawn multiple times. Of course, a reversal to 

baseline is only useful when the treatment does not have permanent effects. When that is not the 

case, for example, when the effects of a learning procedure cannot be “undone,” a multiple baseline 

design will often be a more appropriate design choice.  
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Note that if this design only had two phases (AB) or even three (ABA), it would not meet the 

requirement of three opportunities to demonstrate a treatment effect outlined in some major 

statements of methodological standards in SCDs (e.g., Hitchcock et al. 2014; Horner et al. 2005; 

Kratochwill et al. 2010, 2013).  

2.1.3  Alternating Treatments Designs 

A third SCD is closely related to the reversal designs and is called the alternating treatments design 

(ATD). As its name implies, different conditions are rapidly alternated over time. For example, the 

order of treatments might be randomized across sessions, or treatment might be given in even-

numbered sessions, with odd-numbered sessions being no treatment baselines. Phases in alternating 

treatment designs are very short, often just one measurement of the outcome, but those short 

phases are repeated many more times than in the usual reversal designs.  

Example 2.3. An Alternating Treatments Design. This design might be used for a treatment to 

improve the percentage of time that a child with ASD initiated social behaviors. If the treatment 

were sufficiently fast acting to take effect quickly and sufficiently dependent on contingencies like a 

reward for social behavior, then treatment could occur on alternating sessions with the baseline 

being the other sessions. The order of alternating sessions is often randomly determined to control 

for order effects (e.g., the fact that baseline always occurs before the treatment condition might 

affect the results), and when not randomized, it is usually systematically counterbalanced. One can 

imagine many variations on this basic design, as when a single session might contain both B and C 

conditions, or B and C are assigned randomly to times.  

The graph below shows the outcome data on the child’s social behavior for two treatments, B and 

C, when B is applied in the first session, C in the second, etc. However, C could just as well be a 

baseline (no treatment) condition, or in addition to two treatments B and C, a baseline condition (A) 

could occur first, followed by B and C alternating treatments. In the graph below, the points 

representing outcomes on the child’s social behavior of each treatment (B and C) are a separate time 

series of outcomes for each treatment. The outcomes for B are the black squares, and the outcomes 

for C are the black circles. To aid visual interpretation, the outcomes are connected by lines 

separately for each treatment condition.  
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Alternating Treatments Design 

The researcher for this study would look at the difference in outcomes between B and C to 

determine if one treatment was having a consistently different effect from the other treatment. 

Clearly the outcomes under B are consistently higher than under C, suggesting that the B treatment 

is more effective at promoting social initiations. Support for such a causal inference is justified in a 

manner similar to the reversal designs, except the ATD presents many more demonstrations of the 

differential effects of treatments. The likelihood that any variable other than manipulation of the B 

and C conditions was responsible for change in social initiation is considered extremely low due to 

the predicted and consistent change in the outcome (social initiation) across the multiple B and C 

condition manipulations. Some ATDs also include a baseline condition as one of the alternative 

treatments. However, the research question addressed most often by ATDs is about differential 

treatment effects. 

2.1.4  Changing Criterion Designs 

The fourth and least frequently used of SCDs is the changing criterion design. The word criterion 

refers to a specified level of performance the case must attain to receive a reinforcement like a 

reward. In many treatments, such a reward is a key part of changing behavior, following well-known 

theories of operant learning. One might, for example, reward a child who is often disruptive in a 

classroom for remaining in seat and raising a hand to be called on. In many studies, the goal is to 

change the behavior quite substantially, for instance, virtually eliminating disruptive behavior. 
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However, attaining that great a change in a short period of time may not be realistic. Instead, the 

research initially targets simply lowering the existing level of disruptive behavior somewhat. Once 

the student reaches that level for multiple observations, then the criterion is changed to be more 

demanding. This process of changing the criterion continues until the student reaches the ultimate 

goal, for example, less than 5 percent observations with disruptive behavior.  

Example 2.4. A Changing Criterion Design. In this example, a treatment is given to a child who 

is displaying problem behavior. During baseline, the child displays about 20 such behaviors each day. 

After baseline, the child is rewarded in the next phase for reducing problem behaviors to fewer than 

17 per day. In the third phase, the criterion is reduced further to less than 12, and in the last phase to 

less than 5. At this point, the study may either end or continue with a generalization phase (we do 

not talk about such phases in this paper, but they are often a key part of demonstrating that 

treatment effects are lasting; Gast and Ledford 2014). The resulting data might be presented in a 

graph like this one, where the vertical lines indicate the time at which the criterion was changed.  

Changing Criterion Design 
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Causal inference is supported by the demonstration that the behavior changes predictably in 

response to the experimenter-imposed manipulation of more demanding criterion for success.  

2.2   Causal Inference in Single-Case Designs 

The preceding discussion refers frequently to causal inference, that is, whether the treatment had an 

effect on the outcome. In modern experimental design and statistics, the most common theory of 

causation relies on the potential outcomes statistical model advanced by Donald Rubin (e.g., Imbens 

and Rubin in press; Rubin 1974; Shadish 2010), elaborated by many others (e.g., Morgan and 

Winship 2007), but first articulated by Jerzy Neyman in his master’s thesis almost a hundred years 

ago (Neyman 1923). The definition of a treatment effect is then the difference between the outcome 

if a person receives a treatment and the outcome if that same person does not receive it—notice 

that, in theory, this effect is defined for each person. In practice, a person cannot both receive and 

not receive a treatment at the same time. Hence, much of experimental design is about how to 

estimate what would have happened to those who got treatment if they had not gotten treatment 

(often called the counterfactual inference). In a randomized experiment, for example, the source of 

counterfactual inference is the randomized control group, not a perfect estimate of the true 

counterfactual because the people in the control group are not the same as the people in the 

treatment group. Even so, they are only randomly different, and we know how to characterize 

random differences with probability statements. Also, because the control does not consist of the 

same people as in treatment, we cannot estimate an effect for each person, but we can estimate an 

unbiased average treatment effect by comparing the treatment group average to the control group 

average. 

Causal inference in SCDs can be conceptualized within this potential outcomes model (Pustejovsky, 

Hedges and Shadish 2014; Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, Rindskopf et al. 2014). The baseline 

condition (and extrapolation of baseline into the treatment condition) is the source of information 

about the counterfactual—what the outcome would have been in the absence of treatment, and the 

treatment condition provides the information about the outcome under treatment. This is also not a 

perfect measure of the true counterfactual because time passes between baseline and treatment, so 

that the case could change on its own even without treatment (maturation, regression), or other 

events other than treatment might have changed the outcome.  
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However, most SCD researchers do not refer to the potential outcomes model. Instead, SCD 

researchers approach causation by relying on the ability of high-quality SCDs to rule out most 

threats to internal validity. The primary tool for doing this is replication, done in a fashion that 

probes the effect at different predicted time points within and across predicted people on certain 

predicted outcomes but not others. This rationale is very much like that advanced for any 

interrupted time series design, but SCDs offer much more opportunity for experimenter control 

than usual time series designs and so tend to offer stronger inference. Thus, as section 2.1 showed, 

SCDs are not a unitary design. Even the basic designs are composed of, and can be augmented by, a 

set of design tactics that SCD researchers use to make the replications complex in a way that can 

make threats to internal validity unlikely (Sidman 1960).  

2.2.1  Ruling Out Threats to Validity 

The notion of ruling out threats to internal validity was popularized in a theory of causal inference 

that is prevalent in psychology and education (Campbell 1957; Campbell and Stanley 1966; Cook  

and Campbell 1979; Shadish, Cook, and Campbell 2002). Internal validity concerns the inference 

that an intervention caused an observed outcome. A threat to that inference is any plausible 

alternative explanation for the observed outcome. Random assignment and its many variations 

reduce the plausibility of those alternative explanations by distributing them equally (on expectation) 

over experimental conditions.6 SCDs reduce their plausibility differently, relying on repeated 

demonstrations of experimental control over the outcome to make alternative explanations 

increasingly unlikely to be plausible. For instance, in a multiple baseline design, the researcher can 

demonstrate that an outcome changes predictably when the intervention is introduced and also 

changes predictably at different times for each case where those times coincide with the different 

experimenter-manipulated timing of the introduction of treatment over cases. Finding a plausible 

alternative explanation for those changes is hard because (a) the alternative explanation would have 

to work exactly the same way as treatment works on outcome in the absence of treatment, (b) it 

would also have to occur at different times for each person, and (c) those times would have to 

coincide with the manipulated time of intervention rather than at some other time. An alternative 

explanation becomes even less plausible when the design includes multiple demonstrations of an 

                                                 
6 The exception occurs when random assignment is compromised, such as via differential attrition.  
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effect, as in an ABAB design, because then it also has to explain how the alternative just happened 

to coincide with the manipulated time of treatment three times (in this example) within each case.  

2.2.2  Make Your Causal Predictions Elaborate 

The SCD approach to causation is not new or unique to the SCD literature. The causal logic 

discussed in this section was anticipated by Sir Ronald Fisher decades ago. Statistician Paul 

Rosenbaum (2002, p. 327) summarized an exchange between Fisher and the statistician William 

Cochran, who had a long-standing interest in causal inference when randomized experiments could 

not be used. Cochran (1965) said: “About 20 years ago, when asked in a meeting what can be done 

in observational studies to clarify the step from association to causation, Sir Ronald Fisher replied: 

‘Make your theories elaborate.’” Cochrane went on to clarify: “The reply puzzled me at first, since by 

Occam’s razor, the advice usually given is to make theories as simple as is consistent with known 

data. What Sir Ronald meant, as subsequent discussion showed, was that when constructing a causal 

hypothesis one should envisage as many different consequences of its truth as possible, and plan 

observational studies to discover whether each of these consequences is found to hold.”7

SCDs do far more than simply predict that the case will respond to the treatment, which would not 

be an elaborate prediction at all. Rather, they make a set of inter-related causal predictions, for 

example, that the outcome in a multiple baseline design should change in the predicted direction 

(and not in the opposite direction) at Time t for Case 1 (that is, a time after the treatment is 

introduced), Time t + n1 for Case 2 (that is, n1 sessions after treatment is introduced for Case 1), and 

Time t + n2 for Case 3 (that is, n2 sessions after treatment is introduced for Case 1, where  n2 > n1), 

where all the time points are controlled by the researcher. Similarly, in a reversal design with four 

phases (ABAB) and multiple cases, the prediction is that the outcome will change in the predicted 

direction at Time t (a time after the treatment is introduced) for all cases, then will change back to 

the level of baseline observations at Time t + (n1 + 1) when the treatment is removed (where n1 is 

the number of observations during the treatment phase B1) and then will again improve in the 

                                                 
7 Given this quotation is an anecdotal report of an unrecorded speech, we cannot know exactly what Fisher would have 

counted as being elaborate, and we can think of studies that make more elaborate predictions than most SCDs (e.g., 
Reynolds and West 1987; Rosenbaum 2002). That being said, SCDs do somewhat more than simply predict that the 
case will respond to the treatment, which would not be an elaborate prediction at all, and which is the general 
prediction made by most between-groups nonequivalent control group designs. 
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predicted direction at Time t + (n2 + 1) (where n2 is the total number of time points through the first 

three phases). Highly cited and thorough books on designing SCDs (e.g., Barlow et al. 2009; Gast 

and Ledford 2014; Kazdin 2011) show many more ways for SCD researchers to make such elaborate 

predictions, for example, by concurrently measuring a variable that is predicted not to change during 

the study or by combining features of the four basic designs in section 2.1 to make more complex 

predictions. The more elaborate the prediction, the fewer alternative explanations are plausible when 

the data support the predictions. 

2.2.3  Causal Inference and Professional Standards 

Methodological standards for SCD studies have achieved considerable professional consensus across 

education and other disciplines. Perhaps the most widely known example is the U.S. Department of 

Education’s WWC Pilot Standards for single-case designs (Kratochwill et al. 2010, 2013); but many 

other examples exist (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2004; Council for 

Exceptional Children (CEC), 2014; Cook et al. 2014; Hitchcock et al. 2014; Horner et al. 2005; 

Kratochwill and Stoiber 2002; Reichow, Volkmar, and Cicchetti 2008; Tate, Perdices, Rosenkoetter, 

Wakima, Godbee, Togher, and McDonald 2013). Those standards are based largely on consensus 

among SCD researchers about what constitutes best practice in SCD research. To briefly summarize 

the main points of those standards:  

1. The intervention must be systematically manipulated by the researcher, not passively observed. 

2. The dependent variable must be measured repeatedly over a series of assessment points8 and 

demonstrate high reliability. This may be assessed via a psychometric reliability coefficient or 

more commonly by high inter-rater agreement between two independent assessors or 

observers of behavior for at least 20 percent of the sessions for which an outcome is 

generated.  

3. The design must demonstrate an intervention effect at three different points in time (e.g., with 

at least three separate series in a multiple baseline or through at least three manipulations of 

the independent variable in an ABAB design). 

4. In general, each phase of the design (i.e., baseline, intervention) must contain at least three to 

five data points that document a pattern of performance. The exception to this is alternating 

                                                 
8 The Pilot Standards discuss the number of observations per phase, typically five, but the excerpts are sufficiently 

complex that we do not provide details here.  
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treatment designs where conditions are intended to alternate rapidly, often with only one 

outcome observation per alternation. The WWC Pilot Standards require such designs to have a 

minimum of five AB alternations (or BC alternations if two treatments are alternated) so that 

the outcome under A is observed five times and the outcome under B is observed the same 

number of times. 

5. The studies must meet the 5-3-20 rule: (1) at least 5 SCD studies are available that each meet 

evidence standards; (2) those studies are conducted by at least 3 different research teams with 

no overlapping authorship; and (3) the combined number of cases across all qualified studies is 

at least 20. 

The third standard is the key one for elaborating causal hypotheses, predicting not just that a 

treatment will work, but also that it will work with different people at different predicted times or 

within the same person at three different predicted times. That standard could be met by a reversal 

design (e.g., ABAB) that starts with baseline observations in the absence of treatment, then 

introduces treatment, and then removes and reintroduces the treatment again. Or it could be met by 

a multiple baseline design in which each of at least three cases only has one baseline and one 

intervention phase but the introduction of the intervention is staggered over time for multiple cases.  

In addition to the WWC, several other groups have forwarded similar standards for SCDs that are 

acceptable for inclusion in evidence-based practice reviews (see Smith 2012 and Wendt and Miller 

2013, for review and comparison). These include the American Psychological Association (APA) 

Division 16 Task Force on Evidence-Based Interventions in School Psychology (Kratochwill et al. 

2010; Kratochwill and Stoiber 2002), the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) [2014; Cook et al. 

2014; Horner et al., 2005], the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA 2004) , and 

the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine (Howick et al. 2011).. Such groups often differ 

from WWC in many ways, most notably that they are not often funded by government agencies but 

rather consist of researchers with shared substantive interests is areas such school psychology, 

exceptional children, or speech and hearing disorders. The recommendations from these groups 

regarding good SCDs are quite similar, however. Of course, educational researchers are not the only 

ones interested in standards for SCDs. In medicine, several groups have developed or published 

standards for reporting SCDs (called N-of-1 trials in medicine) (Shamseer et al. in press; Tate et al. 

in preparation; Vohra et al. in press). So standards for SCD research are not defined solely by 
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educational researchers, though little work has been done to communicate across disciplines, these 

three medical examples being the only ones we know. 

2.3   Single-Case Designs: Some Salient Evaluative Issues 

No experimental design is perfect. The randomized experiment, for example, can suffer from 

differential attrition of cases from conditions, and that can bias results. SCDs have their limitations, 

as well. This section raises a few salient issues that may arise when evaluating SCDs, especially 

relative to other experimental designs. A thorough analysis of such issues is beyond the scope of this 

paper, but this section can begin that discussion.  

2.3.1  Two Reasonable Concerns 

Statistical Characteristics of Effect Estimates. Randomization guarantees9 that the standardized 

mean difference parameter δ is a causal effect. Technical properties of the estimate (e.g., small 

sample bias correction) guarantee that the estimate g is an unbiased estimate of δ. Designs that do 

not use random assignment do not have these properties, e.g., it would be possible for them to yield 

an unbiased estimate of an effect size parameter that is a biased estimate of the causal effect. This is 

pertinent because the claim in this paper that certain SCD estimators yield results that are in a 

comparable metric as in between-groups experiments should not be misconstrued as a claim that 

those estimators also have all the other properties of an estimator from a randomized experiment. 

Clearly, then, SCD research would benefit from further study of the statistical characteristics of its 

effect estimators, especially about what population parameter is being estimated both on its own 

terms and in relation to that estimated by the randomized experiment.  

Also worth further development is which causal estimators are being estimated in all these designs. 

For example, most randomized experiments choose to estimate an average treatment effect (ATE), 

leaving the effect of a treatment on an individual an open question. SCDs in principle allow such 

statements about individuals. However, much work is still needed to understand how concepts like 

ATE, intent-to-treat (ITT) and effect of treatment on the treated (TOT) apply to SCD effect 

estimates.  
                                                 
9 Randomization guarantees this on expectation (on average), not for any individual study. 
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Applicability Across a Range of Causal Questions. SCDs typically involve intensive observation 

of and interaction with a single case, including gathering many consecutive observations over time 

and constantly monitoring the responsiveness of the outcome to conditions over time. The resource 

requirements to do this can exceed what is possible for many questions about the effectiveness of 

interventions. For example, policy questions about the effects of a nationally implemented program 

(e.g., Head Start) are unlikely to be amenable to study using SCD methodology. Therefore, both 

SCD researchers and between-groups researchers would benefit from a more systematic 

understanding of the kinds of problems, interventions, settings, and outcomes that are more or less 

amenable to the use of SCD methods.  

2.3.2  Concerns That May Be Less Compelling 

Generalizability. In part because of the label SCD (or N-of-1 trial)10, some researchers raise 

concerns about the generalization of results from SCDs. Usually the implicit assumptions are 

twofold: (1) that generalizations are mostly facilitated by large sample size so that single cases are 

inherently disadvantaged and (2) that the main target of generalization is some population 

represented by the case, that is, we want to know about generalizations to other cases. In some 

respects, the concern about generalization has merit. All other things being equal, the replication of 

SCD results over an increasingly large number of cases would indeed have both inferential and 

statistical benefits. SCD researchers themselves often conclude their articles with such a call. That 

being said, the two implicit assumptions of this concern are overstated.  

Regarding the first assumption, a review of how scientists (including those who do between-groups 

experiments) actually make generalizations in their work (Shadish, Cook and Campbell 2002, 

Chapter 11) suggests that they rarely rely much on any systematic sampling rationales or methods 

(with a few obvious exceptions such as survey research). Much more often, they use appeals to 

apparent similarity of study operations to the target of generalization, identification of the limits of 

generalization through the study of moderator variables, making interpolations and extrapolations 

from what is observed to what is not observed, and generating explanatory models about the 

                                                 
10 The label may mislead some readers to think that most such studies have only one case, whereas SCD studies have a 

median of three or more cases (Shadish and Sullivan 2011). 
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mechanisms underlying an effect that help predict the conditions under which the effect could be 

replicated. Most salient to the present point, increasing sample size is generally not a method by 

which scientists improve their generalizations (though they may increase sample size for other 

reasons such as improving power).  

Regarding the second assumption, scientists actually want to generalize not only about cases but also 

about how the effects of a treatment might vary across settings, across different ways in which the 

treatment could be implemented (e.g., increasing dose, kinds of providers), and across observations 

such as variations in how the outcome is conceived and measured (e.g., if results of an experiment 

showing a treatment improves the prostate-specific-antigen test result in prostate cancer generalize 

to the treatment’s effectiveness for survival) (cf., Cook 1990; Cronbach 1982; Shadish, Cook, and 

Campbell 2002). Sampling strategies, whether formal like random sampling or informal like 

choosing the most representative instance, are frequently impractical or sometimes logically 

irrelevant to such generalizations (e.g., it is rare to have a list of all possible treatments from which to 

sample). Instead, scientists use other principles to help them make generalizations. Shadish, Cook, 

and Campbell (2002), for example, reported results of a review of how scientists generalize in many 

different contexts, from instances to categories, from measures to constructs, from diverse findings 

in a literature to scientific principles, from animal models of human psychopathology to human 

symptoms, from animal models of toxic chemicals to their effects on humans, from epidemiological 

studies of second hand smoking to causal inferences about smoking and cancer, from animal testing 

of drugs to conclusions about drug effects in humans, and from laboratory studies of psychotherapy 

efficacy to conclusions about its effectiveness in therapy clinics. That review distilled five principles 

of causal generalization that scientists routinely use in addition to sampling methods:  

• Principle 1: Surface Similarity: Scientists generalize by judging the apparent similarities between the 

things that they studied and the targets of generalization—for example, studies of the effects of 

secondhand smoke in the workplace seems more similar to the public settings at issue in policy 

debates than do studies of smoking in private residence, and animals with wings seem more 

similar to our prototypical understanding of birds than do animals without wings. This is the 

most basic principle.  

• Principle 2: Ruling Out Irrelevancies: Scientists generalize by identifying those attributes of persons, 

settings, treatments and outcome measures that are irrelevant because they do not change a 
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generalization—for example, that size is irrelevant to membership in the category of bird, that 

length of follow-up is irrelevant to the effect of psychotherapy, or that the location of a 

cognitive science research lab is irrelevant to the finding that people tend to use groups of seven 

to remember things.  

• Principle 3: Making Discriminations: Scientists generalize by making discriminations that limit 

generalization—for example, that child psychotherapy works in the lab but might not in the 

clinic, that a claim to have a new measure of a trait involves discriminating that trait from other 

ones, or that any animal with both feathers and wings falls within the boundaries of the category 

of birds but all other animals fall outside that category.  

• Principle 4: Interpolation and Extrapolation: Scientists generalize by interpolating to unsampled values 

within the range of the sampled persons, settings, treatments and outcomes, and much more 

difficult, by extrapolating beyond the sampled range—for example, that the effects of cytotoxic 

chemotherapies for cancer increase as the dose increases until the point where they would cause 

the patient to die, or that effects of toxic chemicals on small mammals will generalize to much 

larger and more biologically complex humans.  

• Principle 5: Causal Explanation: Scientists generalize by developing and testing explanatory theories 

about the target of generalization—for example, that the construct called “effects of stimulants” 

includes both scratching in primates and rearing in rats because the biological mechanisms 

underlying both these behaviors are the same.  

These principles of causal generalization are usually just as applicable to SCDs as they are to 

between-groups studies (Shadish 1995). Consequently, we see little reason to think that results from 

any individual SCD study will encounter more serious generalization problems than will results 

generated by other experimental methods. 

Matters Already or Easily Addressed in SCD Work. Sometimes concerns reflect communication 

gaps between communities with different specialties. These might include blinding, carryover effects, 

dependence on time intervals, inter-rater agreement, and terminology not shared across research 

communities. Each of these either has already been addressed in the SCD community or can be 

addressed without major obstacles. Regarding blinding, for example, blinding of outcome raters to 

conditions and cases is both common and recommended best practice in SCD research. Carryover 

effects are plausible, especially when treatments have lasting effects, but variants such as the 
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multiple-baseline design are intended precisely to address such concerns. Concern about the extent 

to which results might depend on how time intervals are defined (e.g., by session or by chronological 

time) are entirely legitimate but easily remedied (asking SCD researchers to report chronological time 

is a recommendation of this report). Ensuring high inter-rater reliability has long been a central tenet 

of SCD research, and nearly all studies report high reliability levels. Terminological differences are 

nontrivial (e.g., not all between-groups researchers immediately recognize the term “partial interval 

recording”), but communication among research communities will do much to remedy this problem.  
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3. Effect Sizes and Single-Case Designs 

As documented in section 2.2.3, SCD studies can be included in evidence-based practice reviews 

(e.g., U.S. Department of Education 2014a), whether those reviews are conducted by WWC or by 

independent researchers doing narrative or quantitative reviews on a topic of interest. In fact, 

however, with a few exceptions, SCDs are often not included. When they are included (e.g., U.S. 

Department of Education 2014b, c), they are often kept separate from reports of group studies. In 

one case, an SCD was accompanied by a footnote that “The WWC does not currently calculate 

effect sizes for single-case design research and does not currently summarize findings across single-

case design studies” (U.S. Department of Education 2014c, p. 32). One key reason for that omission 

is the topic of the present paper: a lack of statistical analysis in general, and of effect sizes in 

particular, in most SCD reports often leaves typical reviewers and policymakers unsure how to 

interpret results from SCDs, how to combine results from different SCDs on similar questions, how 

to compare results from SCDs to results from other experimental methods (even if the two sets of 

results are not combined), or how to combine SCD results with those from those other methods to 

produce a single overall effect size. This paper presents an approach to these problems, the inclusion 

of standardized between-case effect sizes in SCD reports and the reporting of data in such a way 

that others can easily compute effect sizes.  

We are not proposing that calculation of effect size replace the traditional use of visual analysis in 

single-case research but rather that effect sizes become an additional source of information to help 

understand the size of an effect. We support the continued practice that single-case studies should 

be assessed first to determine if the design will allow assessment of a functional relation (e.g., 

Kratochwill et al. 2010, 2014), second to determine if the data within the design will allow support 

for the presence of a functional relation (i.e., does the design allow for three demonstrations of an 

experimental effect), and third to examine the social importance of the demonstrated effect.11 Even 

more strongly, it is unwise for the SCD researcher to rely solely on effect sizes to draw conclusions 

about cause and effect relationships—the logic of causal inference is mostly design dependent, not 

                                                 
11 SCD researchers have long been concerned with studying outcomes that are socially important, that is, with 

implications that stakeholders agree will make a useful difference to the case (Gast and Ledford 2014). So 
demonstrating social validity is an integral part of most SCD reports. For example, social validity might be supported if 
a teacher or parent would agree the change in the outcome as a result of treatment is a change that makes a meaningful 
difference to a child’s achievements or happiness.  
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statistics dependent. Interpretation of overall study results will also need to consider failures to 

replicate over or within cases or large differences in consistency or magnitude of effect over cases. 

But to all this current practice, we add the recommendation that routine documentation of between-

case effect size become an additional part of this practice and that documentation of effect size will 

be important to subsequent inclusion of SCDs in evidence-based practice reviews.12

3.1  What Are Standardized Effect Sizes?  

In this paper, we define standardized effect sizes as statistics that describe the magnitude of an effect 

on a common scale. Such effect sizes might not be needed if all studies testing the effect of a reading 

intervention used the same measure of reading fluency (e.g., oral reading fluency) to assess student 

performance. But that is rarely the case in educational research, where studies use a wide variety of 

outcome measures. For example, studies of interventions to improve early reading competence may 

use oral reading fluency, standardized state tests, comprehension, or nonsense word fluency as 

outcome measures. These different outcome measures each have a different range, use different 

response formats, and have different means and variances that cannot be combined in raw form—

just as one could not simply combine height in inches with height in centimeters without first 

putting them on a common metric. As we use the term in this paper, standardized effect sizes put 

outcomes on that common metric (e.g., all with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, or all 

ranging from 0 to 100 percent). In the group experimental literature, such effect sizes are well 

developed, with examples that include the standardized mean difference statistic, the odds ratio, and 

the correlation coefficient (Shadish and Haddock 2009). 

3.1.1  How Do Standardized Effect Sizes Help Evidence-Based-Practice 
Reviewers? 

Standardized effect sizes help solve some important problems reviewers face when including SCDs 

in evidence-based-practice reviews. They allow reviewers to  

                                                 
12 To anticipate one argument, we recognize that some SCD reports sometimes already include an effect size estimate, 

typically drawn from the overlap statistics (e.g., Percentage of Nonoverlapping Data; Tau-U), but sometimes regression 
based. Shortly, we will describe why those effect sizes will not meet the need we describe in this paper. But first, 
consider in more detail the nature of standardized effect sizes. 
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• interpret results from SCDs using the same conventions they apply to other designs—

effect sizes and confidence intervals and associated significance tests (either directly 

computed or by seeing if the confidence interval excludes zero); and 

• combine results from different SCDs on the same question, for example, studies of 

interventions to improve early reading competence that use diverse outcome measures 

such as oral reading fluency, standardized state tests, comprehension, or nonsense word 

fluency. 

In addition, three standardized effect sizes (Hedges, Pustejovsky, and Shadish 2012, 2013; 

Pustejovsky, Hedges, and Shadish 2014; Swaminathan, Rogers, and Horner 2014) also allow the 

reviewer to 

• compare results from SCDs to results obtained from between-groups studies like 

randomized experiments; and   

• combine SCD results with those from other designs, if that seems appropriate. 

Effect sizes that allow these latter two features are called between-case effect sizes in this paper, as 

we explain in the next section, but they are sometimes also called design-comparable effect sizes 

because they report the effect size in a metric that is the same for many different kinds of designs 

(Pustejovsky, Hedges, and Shadish 2014; Swaminathan, Rogers, and Horner 2014; Van den 

Noortgate and Onghena 2008).  

3.1.2  Within-Case Versus Between-Case Effect Sizes 

Many effect sizes for SCDs exist (Shadish 2014b). They all meet the second criterion above, that is, 

they allow combining results from different SCDs on the same question. Some also meet the first 

criterion in that they use well-developed statistical methods like regression so that the standard 

errors, confidence intervals, and significance tests have known accuracy13 (e.g., Beretvas and Chung 

2008). However, very few SCD effect sizes meet all four criteria. The main reason has to do with the 

difference between what we will call for pedagogical purposes within-case versus between-case effect 

sizes. This section aims to introduce the concept of within- versus between-case effect sizes but not 
                                                 
13 We are not saying the other effect sizes have inaccurate standard errors, confidence intervals, or significance tests, only 

that their accuracy is not clear given their lack of formal statistical development.  
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their detailed computation. Those computations will differ, sometimes substantially, depending on 

exactly which specific version of a within- or between-case effect size is chosen, and the 

computations are not illustrated here. Shadish (2014b) provides more detail about the specifics of 

some of the current within- and between-case effect sizes for SCD research, and this paper contains 

worked-through examples that provide access to more computational details. 

The vast majority of previous SCD effect sizes are within-case effect sizes; this includes both 

regression-based and overlap statistics.14 They might, for example, subtract baseline mean outcomes 

(MBaseline) from treatment mean outcomes (MTreatment), and then divide that mean difference by within-

case variability (swithin,) in outcome observations. Say a case with an ABAB design has 20 observations 

over time, 8 in each of the 2 baseline (A) phases and 12 in each of the 2 treatment (B) phases. The 

average of the 16 baseline observations gives MBaseline, the average of the 24 treatment observations 

gives MTreatment, and the square root of the variance of the 40 observations (calculated within each 

phase and pooled) gives swithin, which is a measure of how much one case’s observations tend to differ 

from each other within phases (how variable are one case’s observations). 

Beretvas and Chung (2008) took this kind of approach when they used multiple regression to create 

a d-statistic for each case. The result was a d-statistic that converted any outcome variable into a 

common metric with well-understood statistical properties. This metric can be used (either meta-

analytically or narratively) to compare the outcomes from one case to another case or the outcomes 

of cases in one SCD study to outcomes in another SCD study. However, it cannot be used to 

compare results from SCD studies to results from between-groups studies, which is often a desirable 

goal in narrative and meta-analytic evidence-based-practice reviews. To explain why, we first need to 

define a between-case effect size. 

Only a few SCD effect sizes are between-case effect sizes (Hedges, Pustejovsky, and Shadish 2012, 

2013; Pustejovsky, Hedges, and Shadish 2014; Swaminathan, Rogers, and Horner 2014). In between-

groups research, such effect sizes typically compare mean outcomes from the treatment group to 

those from a comparison group but then standardize that mean difference with the variability 

                                                 
14 If an SCD effect size is not explicitly mentioned below as being a between-case effect size or is not explicitly derived 

from them or similarly to them, then the reader can assume the effect size is probably a within-case effect size. 
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between cases (how much the observations differ over cases within the same group). The usual 

standardized mean difference (d) statistic computed for a randomized experiment is: 

Treatment Comparison
between

between

M M
d

s
−

=
                    (1)

 

So if a randomized experiment had 20 people in the treatment group and 20 in the comparison, the 

average of the 20 treatment case outcomes gives MTreatment, the average of the 20 comparison group 

outcomes gives MComparison, and sbetween is computed as the square root of the average of the variance of 

the observations in the 20 treatment group cases and the variance of the observations of the 20 

comparison group observations (usually an average that weights the variances by a function of 

sample size so that the variance from a group with a larger sample size would get more weight).15

The three existing between-case effect sizes for SCDs (Hedges, Pustejovsky, and Shadish 2012, 

2013; Pustejovsky, Hedges, and Shadish 2014; Swaminathan, Rogers, and Horner 2014), which will 

be explained further in Section 2.2 of this report, aim to estimate dbetween. The computational details 

differ over the three methods and in any case are too complex to present here. At a general level, 

however, these equations highlight two differences between dbetween and dwithin. The first is that swithin can 

be computed with data from just one case. In contrast, sbetween requires data from multiple cases—you 

cannot compute the extent to which cases vary from each other unless you have multiple cases. The 

second is that the means in the numerators of both equations are slightly different conceptually. For 

dbetween, the numerator takes into account not only how treatment changes outcomes within a case 

compared to no treatment but also how this mean difference occurs across cases.  

As the above discussion suggests, the key reason why these two statistics, dwithin and dbetween, are not 

comparable to each other is that they standardize differently. In general, how one person differs 

within himself or herself over time (swithin) is often quite different from how several people differ 

from each other at the same time (sbetween). Take, for example, the weights of people. Imagine a person 

records his or her weight each day for 20 days. Typically, the variance of those weights is likely to be 

small—our daily weight does not go up or down much over 20 days. Then imagine taking the weight 

of 20 different people at one time. Weight is likely to vary substantially over people. Theory would 

                                                 
15 This paragraph describes the variance that most researchers are quite familiar with. Later, this paper will introduce a 

different kind of variance, the variance of a sample estimate of the effect size (see section 6.2.1, equation 2), that tells 
how a set of effect sizes that differ only in their sample will differ from the population effect size by chance. 
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suggest that sbetween will be larger than swithin because between cases variation logically includes within 

person variation.16 Of course, how much bigger sbetween will be than swithin will depend on what variable 

we record; but experience suggests sbetween will usually be considerably larger than swithin. The point is 

that dwithin and dbetween, are simply not comparable to each other and so cannot be compared or 

combined. 17

So an evidence-based practice review that includes (1) SCDs reporting dwithin and (2) between-groups 

studies reporting dbetween cannot, for example, say that results from the SCDs are bigger or smaller than 

results from the between-groups studies, and it cannot combine the two. In fact, because we often 

have no idea what the relationship is between dwithin and dbetween, reviewers cannot say much at all about 

how outcomes from SCDs compare to those from between-groups experiments. This risks 

discouraging reviewers from including SCDs in evidence-based practice reviews or, even worse, risks 

the reviewer not understanding this lack of comparability and making the comparison anyway. For all 

these reasons, then, we assume in this paper that between-case effect sizes are most desirable if the purpose is to have 

SCDs included in evidence-based practice reviews that also review between-groups methods.  

This is not to discourage the use of within-case effect sizes for other purposes. Within-case effect 

sizes allow researchers to draw conclusions about each case separately, something between-case 

effect sizes cannot currently do. They also have great credibility because SCD researchers are trained 

to examine features of outcome data such as the variability of outcome observations in baseline 

versus treatment conditions within a single case. Within-case effect sizes can be useful when the 

review will include only SCD studies, and the review will not draw any comparisons to results from 

between-groups studies (though better statistical development of some of the within-case effect 

sizes would still be useful). Nonetheless, the usefulness of within-case effect sizes does not extend to 

doing evidence-based practice reviews that include between-groups designs, and we presume the 

latter is both common and a highly desirable goal if SCD research is to take its proper place in the 

evidence-based practice literature as a whole. To speculate, there are scientific reasons to think that 

effect sizes in SCDs should be larger than those in most between-groups studies. The treatments in 

                                                 
16 This fact may not be obvious without closer study, but is true (see Hedges et al. 2012, 2013).  
17 Note that differences in the way individuals are sampled in different SCD studies may contribute to heterogeneity in 

effect sizes computed from SCDs, just as differences in sampling plans of between-subjects designs (BSDs) contribute 
to heterogeneity of effect sizes.  Differences in sampling plans therefore should be considered as potential explanations 
of between-study heterogeneity in meta-analyses of SCDs, just as they are in BSDs 
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SCDs are targeted to specific individuals and their specific problems. If the targeting is effective, the 

treatments should make a difference for more individuals than in between-groups designs where the 

treatments are (usually) not specifically targeted, and the treatment effect can sometimes be 

conceptualized in terms of the “fraction of the subjects that responded to treatment.” If this proves 

to be the case, it would have implications for whether or not to pool results from SCDs and 

between-groups studies, which is the topic of section 6.3 of this paper.  

3.1.3  Serial Dependence in SCDs and Its Effect on Effect Sizes 

Observations (or more technically, their errors) taken over time from the same case may not be 

independent of each other. Most statistics, including effect sizes, assume independence of errors, so 

we cannot use those statistics easily to compute effect sizes for SCDs. Failing to take serial 

dependence (sometimes called autocorrelation) into account will result in the variance in the 

denominator of the effect size to be larger or smaller than without autcorrelation, depending on 

whether the serial correlation is below or above zero, respectively. To obtain an effect size in the 

same metric as the usual between-groups effect sizes, where the pertinent autocorrelation is 

legitimately presumed to be zero because the within groups variance are based on independent 

group members, adjustment for autocorrelation is required.. Some current effect size estimators 

adjust for serial dependence, and some do not; we talk about them more shortly.18

3.2  Worked-Through Examples and Related Application Issues 

This paper presents many examples of between-case effect sizes and analyses and meta-analyses of 

those effect sizes. However, as we said previously, the paper does so at a conceptual level, not at a 

level that shows all computations. The reasons are twofold. First, computational details that include 

relevant prose, equations, and annotated syntax, are quite long, easily requiring at least a doubling of 

the length of an already long paper. Second, those details already exist in either the published 

literature or in electronic format on accessible webpages. Instead of providing those details, this 

paper cites pertinent references that themselves contain the worked-through examples and includes 

                                                 
18 Assessing the extent to which autocorrelation is a problem can be difficult because, for example, it can be affected by 

trend so that effect sizes that adjust for trend may also reduce the problem of autocorrelation. However, we have too 
little knowledge about this to make strong statements. Autocorrelation is probably sufficiently prevalent (e.g., Shadish 
and Sullivan 2011) that simply ignoring it may not be a good decision.  
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call-out boxes providing sufficient detail to allow the researcher to locate those examples for further 

use. Search this manuscript for the term worked-through to find these examples. Five references that 

are good starting points for conducting the analyses described in this paper are Marso and Shadish 

(2014), Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014), Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, Boyajian, et al. 

(2014), Pustejovsky, Hedges, and Shadish (2014), and Swaminathan, Rogers, and Horner (2014). In 

addition, those call-out boxes provide hyperlinks to websites that provide considerably more detail, 

though that is not possible in all cases due to copyright law. 

3.2.1  Software for Computing Effect Sizes and for Doing Meta-Analysis 

An important distinction in these examples is between computing an effect size versus doing a meta-

analysis of multiple effect sizes. The computation of an effect size for SCDs does require software 

(e.g., Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky’s 2014 SPSS macro19) specific to the effect size of interest. 

However, the researcher can use any program capable of doing meta-analysis to combine and 

analyze multiple effect sizes, whether from SCDs or not. SPSS has limited capacity to do state-of-

the-art meta-analysis (Field and Gillett 2010; Wilson 2006). Both SAS (Arthur, Bennett, and 

Huffcutt 2001) and especially Stata (Sterne 2009) provide many excellent routines (see Shadish, 

Hedges, Pustejovsky, Boyajian, et al. 2013 for a meta-analysis of SCD data using Stata). The 

freestanding program Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, and Rothstein 

2005, 2009) has a point-and-click interface and incorporates many major features of modern meta-

analytic statistics, but it is more expensive. The metafor package (Viechtbauer 2010) in the free 

computer program R (R Development Core Team 2012) has extensive documentation complete 

with examples and syntax for doing a wide array of analyses and producing publication-quality 

graphics (see http://www.metafor-project.org).  

3.2.2  Computing Effect Sizes Proactively and Retroactively 

Implicit in the examples in this paper is also the fact that one can apply these methods either to new 

studies or to studies that were previously published in the literature. For a new study, the researcher 

presumably has the original raw data. For past studies, the researcher will usually have to digitize the 

                                                 
19 The macro may be downloaded from http://faculty.ucmerced.edu/wshadish/software/software-meta-analysis-single-

case-design.  

http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=metafor-project.org/
http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=faculty.ucmerced.edu/wshadish/software/software-meta-analysis-single-case-design
http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=faculty.ucmerced.edu/wshadish/software/software-meta-analysis-single-case-design
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data from published graphs (see section 4.4). In either case, the dataset will need to be in specific 

formats that vary from software to software and that are referenced in the working examples that are 

cited throughout. However, that does not make this process any different from any other statistical 

analysis given that different software packages nearly always have slightly different input format 

requirements.  

3.3  Between-Case Effect Sizes for SCDs 

As noted previously, three between-case effect sizes exist for SCDs (Hedges, Pustejovsky, and 

Shadish 2012, 2013; Pustejovsky et al. 2014; Swaminathan, Rogers, and Horner 2014).20 The details 

of each effect size differ, and some are far more accessible than others to the SCD researcher. Here 

we provide a brief overview of these three effect sizes, in alphabetical order by author.  

Hedges and colleagues (2012, 2013) created two closely related between-case d-statistics for SCDs, 

one for multiple baseline designs across individuals and one for reversal (e.g., ABAB) designs. Both 

d’s estimate the same parameter, take into account autocorrelation, and are adjusted for small sample 

size bias. The authors developed power analyses for these statistics to predict the number of cases 

and time points needed to reliably detect an anticipated effect size in the planning of a study, given 

assumptions about autocorrelation and between-case versus total variance. The effect size assumes 

normality of the residuals about phase means within people,21 no trend (or that the time series had 

been detrended, an option in the software), and that the treatment effect is constant over cases. 

Consider the last assumption a bit more. Within one case, the treatment effect is measured as the 

change in mean outcome between phases, so an ABAB design gives three estimates of the treatment 

effect in a case; those three estimates do not have to be the same, and they are averaged in the effect 

size. The assumption, though, is that this average effect for each case is the same for all cases (within 

sampling error). Hedges and colleagues (2012, 2013) showed how to test several of these 

assumptions and, in some cases, how to proceed with the analysis if the assumptions are violated. 

The method requires three cases within a study in order to estimate all the pertinent statistics. An 

                                                 
20 Other authors have described possible directions such work could take without fully specifying relevant models or 

software to implement them (e.g., Van den Noortgate and Onghena 2008).  
21 This is often described as normality of observations themselves, but the assumption is really about normality of 

residuals. Residuals could be normally distributed even when the outcome metric itself is not (e.g., a count). Further, 
normality of the outcome variable does not guarantee normality of residuals. 
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SPSS macro both for estimating the effect size and for doing power analyses is free for download, 

with input either through syntax or a graphical user interface, and with a manual to show the 

process.  

Worked-Through Examples for Hedges et al. (2012, 2013).  

 

The webpage http://faculty.ucmerced.edu/wshadish/software/software-meta-analysis-single-case-

design has an SPSS macro for computing this effect size and its power for a single study. It also 

allows downloading of an extensive manual showing how to use the macro. This includes how to 

install the macro, provide input data, execute the macro using either syntax or a graphical user 

interface, and interpret results of the macro. The manual includes snapshots of input and output at 

all phases of the process. Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014) provide similar detail on effect 

size computation and power for single studies, using worked-out examples, with the raw data in an 

appendix so the user can replicate the results.  

 

Pustejovsky et al. (2014) extended the work of Hedges and colleagues (2012, 2013), conceptualizing 

it in the more general framework of multilevel modeling. All the characteristics and assumptions of 

this extension remain the same as the original (e.g., it requires a minimum of three cases), but it also 

allows linear time trend, an interaction between trend and treatment for the case of multiple baseline 

designs across individuals and heterogeneous coefficients for all these effects over cases. That is, 

trend, treatment effects, and their interaction can vary over cases by more than would be expected 

by chance (sometimes called a random effect; see the last paragraph of section 6.2.1). The authors 

show that this more flexible model requires larger sample sizes to estimate well, particularly an 

increase in the number of cases as high as 12 to accurately estimate random effects—though these 

12 cases can come from more than one study on the same question that are all included in one 

review.22 Of course, one need not estimate all these fixed and random effects; models that are more 

constrained (e.g., no random treatment or trend effects) require fewer cases (e.g., six to nine). For 

instance, the Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) estimators would usually have more statistical power because 

                                                 
22 The outcome and measurement protocol should be the same for all cases across studies to include all cases in the 

same effect size. When the specific protocols differ over studies, it may be better to compute effect sizes separately for 
each study and then aggregate them using meta-analytic procedures.  

http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=faculty.ucmerced.edu/wshadish/software/software-meta-analysis-single-case-design
http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=faculty.ucmerced.edu/wshadish/software/software-meta-analysis-single-case-design
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they make more assumptions (e.g., assuming no trend, no random effects). The old adage holds, you 

need either more assumptions or more data for the same design sensitivity—whether using SCD, 

randomized experiments, or any other design. All these estimates of sensitivity, of course, will vary 

greatly depending on the size of the effect, which we know little about at this early stage of 

development (more on that later). The authors have an R package (R Development Core Team 

2012) allowing estimation of various versions of this effect size.  

Worked-Through Examples for Pustejovsky et al. (2014).  

 

The webpage http://blogs.edb.utexas.edu/pusto/software/ has instructions for downloading and 

installing an R package called scdhlm that implements all the analyses in Pustejovsky et al. (2014). The 

original article shows the results (but not the syntax) for one example of how to compute an effect 

size for one study, with and without taking trend into account. However the authors have written a 

vignette (R terminology for an extended example of usage) that provides instruction in how to use 

the effect size estimation functions corresponding to the Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) papers and the 

Pustejovsky et al. (2014) paper. To see the vignette, run the following lines from the R command 

prompt: 

 

install.packages("devtools") 

library(devtools) 

setInternet2(use = TRUE) 

download.file("https://utexas.box.com/shared/static/9tikotwuvcsam8hjssuu7fkp5o82kumt.zip", 

destfile = "scdhlm_0.2.1.zip") 

install.packages("scdhlm_0.2.1.zip", repo = NULL) 

library(scdhlm) 

vignette("Estimating-effect-sizes") 

 

The vignette shows how to download several different data sets and compute variations of the 

between-case effect sizes that Pustejovsky et al. (2014) developed.  

Swaminathan et al. (2014) developed a Bayesian multilevel approach allowing trend and interactions, 

assuming normality of the residuals about phase means within people, with all coefficients allowed 

http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=blogs.edb.utexas.edu/pusto/software/
http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=utexas.box.com/shared/static/9tikotwuvcsam8hjssuu7fkp5o82kumt.zip
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to vary over cases. The most noteworthy advance of the Swaminathan et al. (2014) approach over 

both the other two approaches is that Bayesian methods can allow more stable parameter 

estimation, especially regarding variability and random effects, in the smaller sample sizes often 

typical of SCD research. Their between-subjects d-statistic seems to well approximate the results 

from Hedges et al. (2012, 2013). It also requires a minimum of three cases.  

Worked-Through Examples for Swaminathan et al. (2014).  

 

Swaminathan et al. (2014) give an example of their Bayesian analysis, and appendix A of that 

publication provides annotated syntax and input data for the free OpenBUGS computer program 

(Lunn, Spiegelhalter, Thomas, and Best 2009). The authors are currently revising their SINGSUB 

computer program (Rogers and Swaminathan 2009) to incorporate these analyses. Interested 

researchers can use the syntax in that appendix or they can contact the authors at 

Swami@uconn.edu for updated software. 

 

3.3.1 Evaluating Between-Case Effect Sizes for SCDs 

A good between-case effect size for SCDs should account for trend and dependencies of 

observations within cases; should show how to do a power analysis; should use appropriate 

statistical distributions for such diverse metrics as continuous variables, counts, and rates; and 

should have a user-friendly interface that SCD graduate students and applied researchers can easily 

use (Shadish 2014b). None of the above between-case effect sizes do all these things. We discuss 

below how each of the three between-case effect sizes perform on these key evaluative dimensions. 

Table 1 summarizes the discussion, with a check mark () indicating that the effect size either does 

or can accommodate the criterion reasonably well. Table 1 necessarily oversimplifies the more 

nuanced discussion that follows. The table awards check marks conservatively, that is, only when it 

is very clear the effect size as currently developed meets the criterion; it seems likely that these 

methods will improve rapidly to address gaps identified in table 1.  

mailto:Swami@uconn.edu
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Table 1. An evaluative summary of three between-case effect sizes 

Criterion Hedges Pustejovsky Swaminathan 

Trend    

Dependency    

Power Analysis    

Non-normality    
Accessibility    

Trend. The Pustejovsky et al. (2014) and Swaminathan et al. (2014) estimators allow linear trend 

and, in theory, could incorporate nonlinear trends but rarely do. The Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) 

estimator assumes no trend. Instead, those authors show how to test for trend and offer an option 

in the software to detrend the data with linear or nonlinear terms prior to computing d. However, 

the effects of detrending are unclear. Some evidence suggests that detrending results in smaller effect 

size values than might otherwise be the case using Gorsuch’s (1983) differencing and trend analysis 

(Brossart, Parker, Olson, and Mahadevan 2006; Manolov, Arnau, Solanas, and Bono 2010), but 

estimating baseline trend and controlling for it as in Allison and Gorman’s (1993) model might not 

lead to conservative results (Brossart et al. 2006; Campbell 2004; Manolov and Solanas 2008).  So, 

detrending needs further study. 

Dependency. Previously we noted that observations within a case (or more technically, errors of 

observations) cannot be presumed to be independent but, rather, are serially correlated or 

autocorrelated so that one observation is related to one or more of the observations that came 

before it. Failure to adjust for this can lead to biased estimates and standard errors. Fortunately, all 

three methods can account for the fact that observations within cases cannot be assumed to be 

independent. They do so either by estimating the autocorrelation as part of effect size estimation (or 

estimating a closely related autoregressive model) or by using random effects. Either approach seems 

to result in reasonable standard errors (Gurka, Edwards, and Muller 2011).  

Power Analysis. Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) have associated power analyses to help estimate the 

number of cases, and observations within cases, that are needed to detect an anticipated effect size 

(Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, Boyajian et al. 2014; Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, Rindskopf et al. 
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2014). The other two estimators (Pustejovsky et al. 2014; Swaminathan et al. 2014) have not shown 

how to do power analyses. Shadish and Zuur (2014) have compared power for some related 

multilevel models, however, and show that power is lower for them because they try to estimate 

more characteristics of the data (e.g., autocorrelation, trend, random effects) with the same amount 

of data. As noted earlier, the tradeoff is a common one in research—one can increase power by 

making more assumptions (like no trend or fixed effects in Hedges et al. 2012, 2013) or by gathering 

more data when estimating more complex models (Pustejovsky et al. 2014; Swaminathan et al. 2014). 

More data are preferable but not always possible or practical.  

Some researchers are skeptical that power analysis contributes much to SCD studies, often claiming 

that increasing sample size is the only way to improve power but is nearly always infeasible. The 

claim is wrong on two counts, that other ways exist to improve power, and that while increasing 

sample size is certainly not possible in some instances, it is possible in many others. Section 5.1 

considers this topic in more detail.  

Non-normality. All three approaches assume normality of the residuals about phase means within 

people. SCD researchers may wonder about whether this will be true of the count and rate data so 

ubiquitous in SCD research. Although more research on this is certainly needed, assumptions about 

normality of residuals may not be as large a concern as one might think. One reason is that assuming 

normality of the residuals about phase means within people is not the same as assuming normally 

distributed raw data. Normally distributed residuals may be plausible even when the original raw data 

are counts or rates. Only inspection of the residuals will reveal that, e.g., a plot of Pearson residuals 

over time for each case. Researchers may also wonder about situations in which there are very low 

frequencies in some (e.g., baseline) phases, such as a high frequency of zeros (sometimes called zero 

inflation in the statistical literature). The use of an effect size using between-case variation often 

lessens (but may not eliminate) this concern because the denominator includes variability both 

within and between cases so that zero inflation in any particular phase may have less impact. 

Second, some reason exists to think the normality assumption may not always be crucial for the 

accuracy of the results. For example, Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014) note that “the g 

statistic may be considered robust to some violation of the normality assumption, because both the 

numerator and denominator of the effect size are precisely unbiased even when the data are not 
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normally distributed” (p. 131). Presumably this extends to the Pustejovsky et al. (2014) estimator 

given how closely related it is to the Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) estimator, and it probably extends to 

the Swaminathan et al. (2014) estimator as well. However, effect sizes specifically designed for count 

and rate data still need development and need more extended study to see whether using other 

distributional assumptions makes substantial difference to the answers. Tentatively, then, we 

recommend using existing between-case effect sizes despite this potential problem given that doing 

so may not pose a serious problem to the results. 

Accessibility. Different researchers will have different opinions about which software is accessible, 

with some using only the most traditional point-and-click software, and others comfortable in more 

challenging environments. The SPSS macro (Marso and Shadish 2014) for the Hedges et al. (2012, 

2013) effect size is quite accessible to SCD researchers given that SPSS (IBM Corp. 2013) is 

probably the software of choice for most of them. It is also the only software to incorporate power 

analyses for SCD designs. Some SCD researchers also work in the R programming environment (R 

Development Core Team 2012), which has the great advantage of being free. For them, the 

Pustejovsky et al. (2014) R package will be attractive. The BUGS environment used by the 

Swaminathan et al. (2014) approach, which is also free, may be least accessible to most SCD 

researchers, but accessibility may improve as those authors finish development of their own specialty 

software package for SCD researchers.  

To summarize these comments, here are the major characteristics to consider for each between-case 

effect size:   

• The Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) effect size 

o The simplest to compute, uses SPSS macro with graphical user interface. 

o The researcher should test for normality of residuals. If the test does not support 

normality, report this in results.  

o Test for presence of trend statistically or visually (or both). If trend is likely, use the 

detrend option in the macro to see if it yields the same effect size as without that 

option. If they are similar, trend may be less a concern. If they are different, report 

and discuss. 
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• The Pustejovsky et al. (2014) effect size 

o Uses the R program environment.  

o Allows testing random effects. 

o Also assumes normally distributed residuals. 

o Use if trend is clearly present and would change the effect size. 

• The Swaminathan et al. (2014) effect size.  

o The most flexible of all in distribution theory, trend, and random effects. 

o Software not widely available yet; model syntax in the BUGS language is available in 

Swaminathan et al. (2014).  

3.4   Making No Choice Is a Bad Choice: The Perfect as the Enemy 
of the Good 

The fact that none of these between-case effect size estimators meets all evaluative criteria may 

discourage the reader from choosing and using one. That would be unfortunate for two reasons. 

The main reason is that many of the flaws in these effect sizes are relatively minor and will no doubt 

be remedied in the not-too-distant future. The priority should be on using them to help encourage 

the inclusion of SCDs in evidence-based practice reviews. Continued failure to report effect size 

statistics will only continue the practice of excluding SCDs in systematic reviews. The second reason 

is that no alternative effect size indictors are better. For instance, all the within-case effect size 

estimators generally do not take autocorrelation into account, have little firm grounding in statistical 

theory, mostly ignore trend, and lack developed power analyses (Shadish, 2014b). Also, with the 

exception of some of the overlap statistics,23 few of the other within-case effect size estimators have 

user-friendly interfaces, although those who find the R computing environment to be accessible will 

find the Single-Case Data Analysis (SCDA) package very useful24 (Manolov, Gast, Perdices and 

Evans 2014) 

In the end, the SCD researcher should choose one of these effect size estimators based on its match 

to the needs and characteristics of the data. It is always possible to compute more than one effect 

                                                 
23 http://www.singlecaseresearch.org/calculators.  
24 http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Rumen_Manolov/publication/275517964_Single-

case_data_analysis_Software_resources_for_applied_researchers/links/553e04c30cf29b5ee4bcf6fb.pdf.  

http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=singlecaseresearch.org/calculators
http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=researchgate.net/profile/Rumen_Manolov/publication/275517964_Single-case_data_analysis_Software_resources_for_applied_researchers/links/553e04c30cf29b5ee4bcf6fb.pdf
http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=researchgate.net/profile/Rumen_Manolov/publication/275517964_Single-case_data_analysis_Software_resources_for_applied_researchers/links/553e04c30cf29b5ee4bcf6fb.pdf
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size (or indeed, more than one analysis!) on the same data, of course, but we would greatly increase 

the chances of including SCDs in evidence-based practice reviews if we simply chose one of these 

between-case effect sizes and reported it.  
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4. How to Report Between-Case Effect Sizes in Single-
Case Designs 

Reporting effect sizes is not intended to replace visual analysis in SCD research because visual 

analysis is a process used throughout an SCD study from design to publication and because SCD 

researchers often report at least some statistical analyses (e.g., reporting means or percentages by 

phase) in addition to their visual analysis. Rather, reporting effect sizes is intended to complement 

visual analysis by providing evidence-based practice reviewers with a familiar touchstone through 

which to assess the contribution of the study.  

To facilitate the use of SCD research in evidence-based practice reviews, whether new reviews or 

revisions of previous reviews, we suggest the following four reporting practices:  

1. Report a between-case standardized effect size, standard error, and inferential test. 

2. Report citations to the between-case method used and to associated software or syntax. 

3. Report assumptions of the effect size used and results of any tests of those assumptions. 

4. Make raw numerical outcome data available. 

Next we show specific examples of how to implement these four practices.  

4.1  Report a Between-Case Effect Size, Standard Error, and 
Inferential Test 

4.1.1  Example. Tasky, Rudrud, Schulze, and Rapp (2008) used an ABAB design to study 

whether on-task behavior would increase if they allowed three women with traumatic brain injury to 

choose which tasks to do. In the baseline (A) condition, the women were assigned three tasks at 

random. In the treatment (B) condition, they were allowed to choose three tasks from a list of nine 

tasks. The researchers measured the outcome, on-task behavior, using a whole-interval recording 

procedure. This involved observing the behavior of each case during the last 10 seconds of each 5- 

minute interval during a 30-minute period, scoring each interval as an occurrence only if the woman 

was engaged in on-task behavior the entire 10 seconds. The number of time points observed for the 

three women was n = 21, 24, and 25, respectively, for a total of N = 70 data points.  
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Shadish, Hedges and Pustejovsky (2014) conducted a secondary analysis of the Tasky et al. (2008) 

study, computing their between-case effect size and associated statistics on digitized data from this 

study, and reported that 

                  g = 1.605 and 2 .103gs =  ( .320gs = ). One can test the statistical significance of this   

effect size either with a z statistic ( 1.605 .320 5.02, .001z p= = < ), or by seeing if the 

95% confidence interval (0.977 ≤ δ ≤ 2.233) excludes zero. By both tests, the effect is 

significant (p. 534).  

Of course, this simple quotation is considerably elaborated in Shadish et al. (2014), as it would be in 

any such publication, but the quotation suggests some minimum prose and statistics as examples on 

which to build those elaborations. 

The rationale for this recommendation is that it will facilitate the inclusion of SCD research in 

evidence-based practice reviews for studies to report a standardized between-case effect size, its 

standard error (or variance, from which the standard error can be computed as the square root), and 

either a confidence interval or a significance test. The confidence interval is preferable, and if it is a 

95% confidence interval, then when it excludes zero from the interval, the inferential conclusion 

about the significance of an effect should be the same as from a significance test at the α = .05 

significance level. Using the between-case standardized effect size allows results from SCDs to be 

compared to results from between-groups designs that are so common in most evidence-based 

practice reviews. Those reviewers may or may not choose to combine studies using different 

designs, but between-case effect sizes allow them to do so legitimately if they so choose.  

Such reporting would be consistent with current reporting practices. For example, the WWC is the 

main institution for identifying evidence-based practice in education. Its Procedures and Standards 

Handbook (U.S. Department of Education 2014a) often discusses the usefulness of significance 

testing, effect sizes, and confidence intervals. The handbook, for example, tells reviewers to take 

“into consideration the number of studies, the sample sizes, and the magnitude and statistical 

significance of the estimates of effectiveness” (p. 2) and that “to adequately assess the effects of an 

intervention, it is important to know the statistical significance of the estimates of the effects in 

addition to the mean difference, effect size, or improvement index” (p. 24). In addition, significance 
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testing was recommended by the APA Task Force on Statistical Inference (Wilkinson, and Task 

Force on Statistical Inference 1999), which encouraged researchers to report effect sizes, confidence 

intervals, and statistical significance tests. Significance tests should not be used in isolation to 

recommend evidence-based practice, but wide support exists for them as one part of a larger 

process. 

Some SCD researchers may do other statistical analyses (or not) on their data. Doing so can have 

many advantages in addressing some of the limitations of between-case effect sizes. For example, 

multilevel models can quantify the extent to which treatment effects vary over cases within a study 

(Shadish, Kyse and Rindskopf 2013); generalized additive models can model nonlinear trends better 

than most alternatives (Shadish, Zuur, and Sullivan 2014); and many different kinds of regression 

analyses can model the effects of more than two conditions at a time (e.g., simultaneously modeling 

outcomes from baseline and two alternating treatments A and B). However, such statistics cannot 

substitute for reporting a between-case effect size because it is rarely clear how such an effect size 

could be computed from reports of other analyses. For example, no valid method currently exists 

for converting a set of overlap statistics or the results of a within-case regression analysis to a 

between-case effect size, at least not without access to the raw data and specialized analytic methods.  

4.2  Report Citations to the Between-Case Method Used and to 
Associated Software or Syntax 

4.2.1  Examples. Smith, Eichler, Norman, and Smith (2014) studied the effectiveness of 

collaborative/therapeutic assessment for psychotherapy consultation using SCD. They analyzed 

their data several ways, one of which was to compute a between-case effect size. They reported that 

            “We calculated the d statistic to garner the overall magnitude of effect for the intervention 

(Hedges, Pustejovsky, and Shadish 2012; Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, Rindskopf et al. 

2014). We used the DHPS macro (Shadish, Pustejovsky, and Hedges 2013) in SPSS Statistics 

(2012) for this analysis.” (p. 6)  

 

Swaminathan et al. (2014) reanalyzed data from an SCD study reported by Lambert, Cartledge, 

Heward, and Lo (2006) on the effects of response cards on disruptive behavior and on responding 

to questions a teacher asked during math lessons by fourth-grade urban students. They reported that 
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            “The analyses were carried out in OpenBUGS (Lunn et al. 2009). The input file for the 

analysis along with the data and other necessary specifications are provided in the Appendix” 

(p. 222).  

The three between-study effect sizes differ from each other in details such as whether and how they 

deal with trend, the assumptions they make about the outcome variable distribution, and how they 

deal with serial dependence among outcome observations within cases. Citation to the specific 

method and the software or syntax used to compute the effect size allows the reader to obtain the 

sources needed to identify those details. Sometimes providing that information can be done by citing 

published or otherwise available primary sources, as when an author cites previously published 

syntax used for a similar analysis. Alternatively, researchers can accomplish the same goal by 

publishing the syntax used or making that syntax available as supplementary material.  

4.3  Report Assumptions of the Effect Size Used and Results of Any 
Tests of Those Assumptions 

4.3.1   Example. Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014) analyzed the Lambert et al. (2006) 

SCD study with a between-case effect size that assumed normally distributed residuals about the 

phase means within persons and no trend. For trend, they reported that 

            “We can test the assumptions of stationarity and normality. When we tested the Lambert et 

al. (2006) data for trend using multilevel modeling in a previous publication (Shadish, Kyse, 

and Rindskopf 2013), trend was nonsignificant. Both Moeyaert (2014-this issue) and 

Shadish, Zuur, and Sullivan (2014-this issue) found more ambiguous results about trend, in 

particular, the possibility that trend might be present in some phases but not others or that 

trend might be nonlinear. Given that, we also computed d using the detrending option in the 

macro.” (pp. 129-132)  

 

For normality, they reported that 

            “For the Lambert et al. (2006) data, the Shapiro-Wilk test rejected normality, the normal 

quantile-quantile plot was ambiguous, and the detrended normal quantile-quantile plot 

suggested the data were not normal.” (p. 131) 
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The rationale for this recommendation is that potential readers and users of SCD research will want 

to know what assumptions are required in order to validly use the effect size estimator, so they can 

decide for themselves whether those assumptions are realistic and whether potential violations of 

them are likely to be consequential. To be even more helpful, SCD researchers can statistically test 

and report the validity of those assumptions so the reader does not need to rely on visual inspection 

of SCD graphs to make that judgment.  

Users of these statistical tools may worry that transparent reporting of assumptions and their tests 

will discourage the use of SCD studies when assumptions might be seen by others as implausible or 

violated. We believe this concern is overstated for four reasons. First, these assumptions can be 

feasibly tested, and sometimes dealt with, as when data are detrended before analysis. Section 3.3 

showed how to do so in many instances. Second, honest reporting of this sort increases the 

credibility of the report. Third, such reporting might be more than is often reported in between-case 

studies that, for example, also assume normality but do not test the assumption. Fourth, evidence 

about the consequences of violation of assumptions is meager at this point, with some evidence 

suggesting the possibility of robustness to violations (e.g., Shadish 2014a; Shadish, Hedges and 

Pustejovsky 2014). This is not to trivialize such violations, but transparent reporting of them may be 

one of the prompts needed for researchers to develop effect sizes with fewer or different 

assumptions or evidence about the consequences of their violations.  

4.4  Make Raw Numerical Outcome Data Available 

4.4.1  Examples. Schutte, Malouff, and Brown (2008) used a multiple-baseline design to study 

the efficacy of an emotion-focused therapy in 13 adults suffering from prolonged fatigue. That study 

illustrates one way in which SCD researchers can make numerical outcome data available, namely, by 

publishing the raw data for each person and each session in a table in the publication, as when 

Schutte et al. (2008) said: 

            “Table 1 shows baseline and treatment fatigue severity scores for each participant” (p. 706).  

 

Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, Boyajian, et al. (2014) reanalyzed data from the Tasky et al. (2008) 

study of an intervention with women suffering from traumatic brain injury. That study illustrates a 

second way in which the SCD researcher can make numerical outcome data available, namely, by 
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publishing the raw data in an appendix to the publication, as when Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, 

Boyajian, et al. (2014) said:  

            “The data are in the appendix.” (p. 534) 

A third way to accomplish this recommendation would be to make the data accessible as 

supplementary material in an online format, but we have not found a SCD study that actually did so 

that we could cite as an example here. 

SCD results are nearly always reported in graphical form, with time on the vertical axis, outcome on 

the horizontal axis, and dots representing outcomes in the body of the graph where the dots are 

connected by lines. That practice of sharing raw data is commendable and should continue for all 

the reasons SCD researchers have always cited. However, researchers who wish to reanalyze such 

data must first digitize it. Digitization can be highly reliable and valid (Shadish et al. 2009), and free 

programs for doing so exist, such as the PlotDigitizer (http://plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net/) or the 

SCDA plug-in for R (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RcmdrPlugin.SCDA/index.html) 

(Bulté and Onghena 2012). However, the Shadish et al. (2009) study also reported that the persons 

doing the digitizing require extensive training and ongoing monitoring, the process can be time 

consuming, and some graphs are not drawn in a manner that facilitates easy digitization (e.g., 

observations are too densely packed to be separately identifiable; multiple outcomes are reported in 

one graph but are not clearly distinguishable). It would be far easier, and even more accurate, if the 

raw data themselves were available in tables, appendices, or supplementary materials online, so the 

analyst did not have to digitize them.25 Archiving data as part of supplementary materials is 

increasingly the norm for much of science and is entirely feasible for most of the publication outlets 

used by SCD researchers. So this should become (and is already becoming) part of good scientific 

practice in all fields, including SCD research.  

Raw data should be available even if the researcher reports an effect size and all the other material 

outlined above. The reasons are that (a) scientific ethics often call for the release of raw data for 

purposes of verifying published results (e.g., see American Psychological Association, 2002, standard 

8.14), and (b) in the future, we cannot know what effect sizes (or other analyses) are likely to 

                                                 
25 A fourth option is for the reanalyst to contact the original author and request the data, but this can be problematic for 

older studies. Shadish and Sullivan (2011) reported no success in obtaining raw data from a small set of past SCD 
researchers they were able to locate. 

http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net/
http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RcmdrPlugin.SCDA/index.html
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become the eventual consensus standard as the limitations of current effect sizes are addressed, and 

so we must anticipate the needs of future evidence-based practice reviewers to compute their own 

effect sizes (or other analyses) on the raw data.  

The dataset should include certain minimum information: (1) the numerical outcome for each case 

at each time point, reported at several decimals of precision if the outcome is continuous;26 (2) the 

session number and/or chronological time27 associated with each outcome observation; (3) an 

identifier for each case; and (4) an identifier for each outcome measure when more than one 

outcome measure is reported. Exactly how this is done will vary depending on the format used to 

report the data. For example, if reported in a publication table (Schutte et al. 2008, is a reasonable 

example to imitate), the case identifier might be the (typically fictional) name of the case, and the 

outcome identifier might be a narrative label consistent with the words used in the Methods section of 

the article. Or, if the data are reported in an appendix or supplementary material (Shadish, Hedges, 

Pustejovsky, Boyajian, et al. 2014, is a reasonable example to imitate), the data set might contain one 

line of data for each time point for each case, with each line listing a numerical28 case identifier, a 

numerical outcome identifier, the session number or chronological time value, an indicator for 

which treatment condition (e.g., baseline = 0, treatment = 1) applies to the observation, and the 

numerical outcome.29 When reported in this latter, entirely numerical fashion, the original researcher 

can also provide a brief narrative description linking the numbers to the words used to identify cases 

and outcomes in the study report.  

As it becomes normative for SCD researchers to save and archive their data for requests from 

others, additional reporting norms may prove desirable. An example would be reporting potential 

                                                 
26 How many decimals to report will vary depending on the outcome measure. For example, weight may often be 

reported to one decimal (a half pound or kilogram) due to measurement devices, but reaction time measured by a 
computer might be reported to many decimals if those times are less than one second in a substantial portion of 
sessions.  

27 For statistical reasons, chronological time (e.g., days or fractions thereof) is preferable to session number, but the 
details about why are beyond the scope of this paper. Of course, both session number and chronological time can be 
reported in the dataset even if the graphical presentation uses session number for convenience.  

28 Numerical identifiers save the analyst time having to convert narrative identifiers to the numerical ones most analysis 
programs will require. 

29 When the outcome is reported as a rate or proportion (e.g., the proportion of trials in which the outcome was 
observed within a session), the dataset should have another column that indicates the number of trials per session 
(separately for each session if not constant over sessions). 
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covariates that can be used as moderating variables (e.g., age of child, diagnostic test results) that 

might help to understand variability in effect sizes. This would allow the researcher to compute a 

between-case effect size separately for cases in each category of the moderator (e.g., separately for 

males and females) so long as each category has sufficient cases (e.g., three in each category for 

Hedges et al. 2012, 2013, effect sizes). Even when a study has no variation in a moderator (e.g., all 

cases are males), reporting such values allows examining the effect of the moderator meta-

analytically across studies (e.g., comparing results for studies using males to results from similar 

studies using females). In the present article, we do not list this as a necessary requirement but only 

as one that will benefit from further thought from SCD researchers.  
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5. How to Use Between-Case Effect Sizes With 
Individual Single-Case Design Studies 

The primary reason to use between-case standardized effect sizes in SCD analysis is that they 

generate effect sizes consistent with those used in analysis of between-groups studies, allowing valid 

comparison of effects from SCD to group experiments. However, using those effect sizes will have 

three other benefits as well: (a) improving design sensitivity, (b) comparing results from visual and 

statistical analysis, and (c) accumulating descriptive data about the magnitudes of effect sizes in SCD 

research.  

5.1  Improving Design Sensitivity 

Design sensitivity (Lipsey and Hurley 2009) consists of (1) power, or the probability of correctly 

concluding an effect is present when there is an effect; (2) precision, or the width of the confidence 

intervals around the point estimate of a treatment effect; and (3) minimum detectable effect size, or 

planning a study that is capable of detecting the minimum effect size judged to be important before 

a study is implemented.30 Effect sizes allow SCD researchers to assess all of these aspects of design 

sensitivity, which are inseparably intertwined.  

The value of attending to design sensitivity stems directly from the same rationale that justifies 

reporting between-case effect sizes in SCDs, that is, the connection to evidence-based practice 

reviews (whether meta-analytic or not). Presumably, SCD researchers want their research to be 

included because that research provides valid evidence about treatment effects. If so, SCD studies 

that are underpowered31 are likely to have very wide confidence intervals and to show that the effect 

size is not statistically significant. Ironically, then, SCDs would be included in evidence-based 

practice reviews but would be used to show a lack of evidence for a treatment effect—hardly the 

outcome that SCD researchers have in mind. This problem can be partially remedied using meta-
                                                 
30 Minimum detectable effect size is closely related to power, but power is expressed as a probability, such as .80, not as 

an effect size. Further, the power of a study may allow detecting an effect size that is considerably larger (or smaller) 
than the minimum detectable effect size.  

31 If the Type II error rate is β = .20, it is common to use 1 - β = .80 as a power cutoff, implying 80 percent probability 
of finding a significant effect if there is an effect in the population. As in any literature, this is a cutoff established by 
professional consensus, grant proposal expectations, and the needs of the context, and so it can be changed given a 
compelling rationale. 
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analysis to improve power by pooling results from many underpowered studies, and we discuss this 

option in the next chapter. Power analyses for such meta-analysis are already well developed 

(Hedges and Pigott 2001, 2004). Even so, designing sufficiently sensitive studies in the first place, 

when it is feasible, is a better option.  

In between-groups studies, power is substantially (but not exclusively) affected by sample size, that 

is, by the number of cases in the study. By analogy, SCD researchers may worry that SCDs tend to 

have such small numbers of cases that power will always be a problem. However, focusing only on 

the number of cases can be misleading, especially for SCDs. Power is really affected by the amount 

of information in a study. More cases provide more information, but so do more observations per 

case, more phases and phase reversals, and more observations with smaller serial correlations over 

time. The total information in many SCD studies is often quite a bit higher than the number of cases 

by itself might suggest.  

Still, some researchers may worry that it is not feasible to design sufficiently powerful SCD studies 

and especially that increasing power by increasing the number of cases or observations may not be 

feasible. It is true that many SCD researchers operate under logistical and practical constraints that 

prevent them from gathering more data (c.f., Barlow et al. 2009). Further, educational and clinical 

needs play a role in the design of an SCD study. In some clinical settings, the problem is so severe 

that the intervention should start quickly, requiring a shorter baseline than desirable. In such cases, 

power may be lower than theoretically desirable. Power analysis helps those researchers know what 

the power of a study might be and qualify their statistical conclusions as needed.  

Yet such situations are probably the exception rather than the rule (Shadish and Sullivan 2011). The 

majority of SCDs in psychology and education (Shadish and Sullivan 2011; Smith 2012) study 

problems where acute risk is not at issue, as with many positive behavior interventions, or problems 

like communication deficits related to ASD where the SCD researcher often has some leeway to 

gather more data. Many SCD researchers may simply be unaware that the number of cases or 

observations in a planned design may yield an underpowered study, that is, a study that is unlikely to 

detect an effect as statistically significant when an effect is present. Some recent methodology 

standards for SCDs (see Smith 2012, for a review) encourage minimum numbers of observations 

that exceed what has been common in much SCD research (Shadish and Sullivan 2011), and those 
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standards often encourage more observations than the bare minimum that would otherwise meet 

standards (e.g., Kratochwill et al. 2010). For instance, the WWC Pilot Standards suggest having a 

minimum of 20 observations in an ABAB design, 5 in each phase. That number itself is actually only 

the median in SCD research, with half of the studies having fewer than that, but the WWC standards 

also encourage using even more than that minimum of 20 where feasible.  

Power analyses can quantify exactly how many more observations might be desirable in order to 

detect a minimum effect based on substantive knowledge of practically important effects or on 

relevant past research. Here are some examples from preliminary work by Hedges and Shadish 

(2015a, b), though these results can be replicated using the power macros accessed in the box for  

worked-through examples for Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) in section 3.3. All examples here assume an 

autocorrelation of 0.50 and a ratio of between-case variance to within-case variance of 0.50, 

reasonable starting points for now. 

1. For ABAB designs, which tend to have more power than multiple baseline designs:  

a. With five cases and three observations per phase, power will exceed .80 if the 

between-case effect size is δ > .70.  

b. If the effect size is only δ = .50, then nine cases is always sufficient for power to 

exceed .80, and six cases will do so with five observations per phase.  

2. For multiple baseline designs:  

a. If at δ = 1.00, then four cases will yield power of at least .80 if there are 8 

observations per phase, but with 3 observations per phase, even 12 cases will not 

yield adequate power.  

b. If at δ = 1.00, with five observations per phase, at least seven cases are needed to 

obtain power of .80.  

Clearly the expected effect size (δ) makes an enormous difference to power so that gathering more 

information about common between-case effect size levels in different areas of SCDs is crucial (see 

section 5.3). The effect sizes in table 3 and the SCD Spelling Mastery study effect size in section 6.1 

suggest that effect sizes about δ ≈ 1.00 may not be an unrealistic expectation, though clearly more 

data are needed. Of course, these power estimates apply only to the Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) effect 
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size, and when other effect sizes try to incorporate trend or random effects into the computations, 

power will decrease, and more cases or observations will be needed.  

When it truly is not feasible to gather more observations or cases, SCD researchers can use other 

methods to improve power (Lipsey and Hurley 2009) such as improving reliability of the outcome, 

increasing treatment dose, increasing the number of trials per session, timing the measurement of 

effect size to correspond to maximum treatment effect, and using different Type I or Type II error 

rates than the usual conventions. The latter follows the lead of Baer (1977), who suggested that SCD 

researchers might be willing to risk overlooking some effective treatments (that is, increasing the 

Type II error rate above the usual β = .20) in the service of decreasing the number of false positives, 

suggesting a treatment works when it does not (that is, lowering Type I error to something more 

stringent than the usual α = .05, say, α = .01). However, just having this discussion requires a 

measure of effect size for SCDs with known distribution properties and standard errors, which most 

of the between-cases effect sizes have.  

Even when none of the above approaches are sufficient to increase power of an individual SCD 

study to .80, results from that study may still be input into a meta-analysis. Power for a meta-analysis 

of many studies, each of which may itself be underpowered, may be quite high. Section 6.2 discusses 

the use of meta-analysis in detail. The point of power analysis is not to show that an intervention is 

effective, but rather to ensure that the design allows a reasonable probability that an effect of a 

certain size could be detected if it is present. A statistically significant effect may not be present, and 

that knowledge is just as important to evidence-based practice reviews as is finding a significant 

effect.  

5.2  Comparing Results From Visual and Statistical Analysis 

In SCD studies, effect sizes and visual analysis can be used jointly to better understand the effects of 

an intervention. For instance, professional wisdom among many SCD researchers (e.g., Baer 1977) is 

that visual analysis of SCDs yields fewer Type I errors but more Type II errors—that when they say 

there is an effect, we can surely believe it. Effect sizes will allow SCD researchers to explore such 

assertions. One could envision a study that takes a sample of published SCDs to record the 

conclusions reached by the authors about whether the treatment was effective, and then computes 
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an effect size and significance level on those same studies. This process would allow comparing 

visual to statistical results to shed light on the error rate problem. This need not require SCD 

researchers to give priority to visual over statistical analysis or vice versa. Rather, it is a way to 

provide a new perspective and to open a dialog about assumptions that are important to the field.  

Of course, computing an effect size, doing a visual analysis, and comparing them to each other, is 

not sufficient to make a statement about Type I or Type II errors. The underlying characteristics of 

the data (i.e., whether a true effect exists in the population) need to be known (as in a simulation 

study). Neither the value of the effect size nor the inferences drawn in a visual analysis can be 

assumed to represent this truth perfectly. Such studies will always provide clues rather than definitive 

answers.  

To emphasize again, the purpose of comparing visual to statistical analysis is not that effect sizes 

should replace visual analysis. Our expectation is that the SCD researcher will continue to use visual 

analysis throughout the conduct of the SCD study. Visual analysis in the SCD tradition is not just a 

tool for making a summative judgment of the outcome of treatment for a case (Perone 1999). 

Rather, it is used formatively throughout the conduct of the study to examine such matters as the 

nature of the pattern of baseline responding, when to initiate or terminate a phase, whether the 

treatment of a case needs adjustment to improve outcome, and whether a case seems to be 

responding at all. The logic of causal relationships in SCDs relies on visual analysis of how the case 

responds to the various experimental manipulations, not on statistical analysis. The standardized 

effect size is simply a useful statistical summary of what the SCD researcher sees in the summative 

visual analysis of the final graphs, much in the same way that a correlation coefficient is a useful 

statistical summary of a scatterplot.  

5.3  Accumulating Descriptive Data About Effect Sizes 

Another benefit of effect sizes to both statistical and applied researchers would be the accumulation 

of a descriptive database of effect sizes and associated statistics (autocorrelations) across SCD 

specialties, and comparing SCDs to other designs like between-groups experiments. The classic 

small, medium, and large categories were popularized by Cohen (1988), but the cut points he set (d 

= .2, .5, and .8, respectively) should not be accepted uncritically for use in SCD research (even 
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Cohen would not have recommended such uncritical use). One reason is that effect sizes in SCDs 

may vary by field within the larger SCD community or may vary by many other factors, such as the 

length of the intervention, just as they vary by such moderators in between-groups research. For 

example, SCD interventions that use applied behavior analysis to influence outcomes for children 

with ASDs (Rao, Beidel, and Murray 2008; Shadish,  Hedges, and Pustejovsky 2014) may yield 

systematically different effect sizes than interventions to affect outcomes in neuropsychological 

rehabilitation (Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, Rindskopf et al. 2014), cognitive rehabilitation 

(Cicerone et al. 2000, 2005, 2011), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Fabiano et al. 2009), or 

writing interventions (Rogers and Graham 2008). The systematic reporting of effect sizes (and of the 

raw data that allow computation of effect sizes) will kick-start the long-term task of accumulating 

empirical data about magnitudes of effects across SCD research and of pinpointing more accurately 

the degree of effect size that may affect social validity measures (see footnote 4 about the nature of 

social validity measures). This is not to imply that effect size is positively correlated with social 

validity, of course. In many areas, even very small effects from a quantitative point of view may have 

great importance socially, and that is true in both SCD and between-groups research.  

For example, Shadish and colleagues have used the Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) d-statistic to meta-

analyze SCD studies on three different topics: neuropsychological rehabilitation (Shadish, Hedges, 

Pustejovsky, Boyajian et al. 2014), ASD (Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky 2014), and the effects of 

choice-making on challenging behaviors in people with disabilities (Zelinsky and Shadish 2014). 

Table 2 summarizes the results.  

Table 2. Between-case effect sizes from meta-analyses on three different single-case design 
topics 

Topic Bias corrected effect size Standard error 

Pivotal Response Training in Autism  1.01 0.14 

Choice Making With Disabilities 1.02 0.17 

Neuropsychological Rehabilitation 1.27 0.24 

Here, the effect sizes are fairly similar, as are the standard errors, but this is only on three of the 

many topics SCD researchers study. A much larger sample would allow SCD researchers to 

construct empirically based norms for the size of effects in different areas. Both statistical and 
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applied researchers would benefit from such descriptive databases. Statistical researchers would 

benefit from this kind of information by better understanding the likely statistical power of SCDs to 

detect effects. If effect sizes like those in table 2 prove commonplace, the power computations in 

section 5.1 of this paper might suggest the need for fewer cases (or fewer observations within cases) 

than was the case in those analyses. Applied researchers would benefit as well. For example, an 

applied researcher could compare an effect size for a new intervention to field-specific norms and, 

thus, know if the new intervention produced small, medium, or large effects compared to the effects 

of past treatments, and the researcher could better plan sample sizes, numbers of observations, and 

other decisions that hinge at least partially on effect size. 
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6. How to Use Between-Case Effect Sizes to Identify 
Evidence-Based Practices With Single-Case Designs 

This chapter will discuss and demonstrate some benefits of using between-case effect sizes for SCDs 

in the context of evidence-based practice reviews. First, we discuss what would have happened if a 

recent WWC report had included an SCD study that it had excluded (for good reasons). Second, it 

discusses how researchers can incorporate modern meta-analytic statistics into reviews that use 

SCDs in ways that may improve the reviews. Third, it discusses conceptual issues that arise in 

considering whether results from SCDs should be combined with results from between-groups 

studies in evidence-based practice reviews.  

6.1  An Example of Including SCD Results in an Evidence-Based 
Practice Review 

The WWC recently published an intervention report on the effects of the Spelling Mastery 

curriculum for students with learning disabilities (U.S. Department of Education 2014b). 

Appendices C and D of that report present its effectiveness data, including between-groups 

standardized mean difference statistics (and associated significance tests) based on data from the two 

randomized experiments testing the curriculum, noting that “the WWC uses a standardized measure 

to facilitate comparisons across studies and outcomes” (p. 15). One of the two experiments, for 

example, used an author-created spelling test and two different subtests from a previously published 

spelling test. The other experiment used the same published spelling test but also three different 

author-created tests of the generalization of learning gains to other words, other contexts, and other 

times. For illustration, table 3 shows the effect sizes from appendix C of the WWC report.  
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Table 3. Effects of the Spelling Mastery curriculum 

Experiment Effect size p-value 

Experiment 1   

Spelling test (author-created) 1.42 < 0.01 

Published spelling subtest 1 1.20 < 0.01 

Published spelling subtest 2 1.18 < 0.01 

Experiment 2   

Published spelling test 0.39 0.14 

Generalization test (author-created) 0.43 0.10 

Transfer test (author-created) 0.41 0.12 

Maintenance test (author-created) 0.46 0.08 

In the first experiment, the effect sizes are large, over one standard deviation improvement, all 

statistically significant. In the second study, the effects are somewhat smaller, less than half a 

standard deviation, all not significant. The average (unweighted) effect size over outcomes and 

experiments was a nonsignificant d = 0.85. Without a standardized effect size, it would not have 

been possible to compute that average effect over such diverse outcome measures.  

The WWC considered whether to include an SCD study that had examined the Spelling Mastery 

curriculum (Owens, Fredrick, and Shippen 2004). The report did not include that study in the final 

analyses because it did not meet the pilot WWC single-case design standards due to having fewer 

than three data points in a phase. While the WWC did not include this study, it is possible to imagine 

that another review group might have done so. If they had, the issue that motivates the present 

paper is salient—without an effect size that is in the same metric as those in table 3, it would not be 

possible to compare the SCD results with those in table 3, nor combine them sensibly. Effect sizes 

that are standardized within case rather than between cases do not suffice for reasons outlined in 

section 3.1.2, including the overlap statistics. Only the three between-case effect sizes we outlined in 

section 3.3 can do this.  

To illustrate, we computed the Hedges et al. (2012, 2013) d-statistic on the Owens et al. (2004) SCD 

data. That study reported results about the effects of Spelling Mastery on 6 cases with 2 outcomes 
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per case (percent correct letter sequences, percent correct words) using a multiple baseline across 

participants design over no more than 18 sessions total. For percent correct letter sequences, the 

small-sample corrected g = 1.165 (SE = 0.424), and for percent correct words, g = .890 (SE = 

0.339), both statistically significant. Because the effect size is in the same metric as the randomized 

experiments in the WWC Spelling Mastery report, it can legitimately be compared to them or 

combined with them. The effect sizes from the Owens et al. (2004) SCD study are about the same 

magnitude as the first randomized experiment from the WWC report in table 3 above.  

In fact, combining the Owens et al. (2004) effects with the effects from the two randomized 

experiments changed the overall nonsignificant average effect slightly to a significant g = 0.83 (SE = 

0.26, p = .0012).32 The point is not that the reviewers should combine results from SCDs with results 

from between-groups experiments. Rather, the point is that they can do so and that doing so can 

make an important difference to results of an evidence-based review decision that the program 

worked or not (in this case, results went from nonsignificant to significant results overall). We 

discuss issues in whether they should be combined in section 6.3.  

This is an example of how to revisit previously completed reviews by adding SCDs using between-

case effect sizes. Doing so requires either access to the original SCD data or digitization of data from 

graphs used in the studies in that prior review.  

6.2  Using Modern Meta-Analytic Methods to Review SCDs 

In the previous section, we used a WWC intervention report as an example. Yet formal 

organizations like the WWC neither are, nor want to be, the only ones doing evidence-based practice 

reviews. Another way such reviews are done is by researchers who conduct meta-analyses of study 

results on an intervention and then report them in journal articles, book chapters, or other 

appropriate professional outlets. Unfortunately, reviews of meta-analyses done on SCD research 

(e.g., Maggin, O’Keefe, and Johnson 2011; Shadish and Rindskopf 2007) indicate that those meta-

analyses make little or no use of modern meta-analytic statistics. Meta-analysis is entirely consistent 

                                                 
32 We used a random effects weighted average compared to the unweighted simple average used in the WWC report. 

The small sample bias corrected random effects weighted average for just the two studies in table 3 was g = 0.777 
(SE = .405, p = .055).  
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with the emphasis placed on replication in the logic of SCD research—just extended one level 

higher to replication across studies.  

In this section, we discuss what some of those statistics are and why they are useful. Topics include 

fixed and random effects statistical models, heterogeneity testing, specialty graphics such as forest 

plots and cumulative meta-analyses, diagnostic statistics and graphics, moderator analyses, and 

publication bias analyses. Although the paper will not be able to present these methods in detail, the 

interested reader can consult other publications that provide more detailed discussion, examples of 

their use, and syntax for doing them (e.g., Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky 2014; Shadish, Hedges, 

Pustejovsky, Boyajian et al. 2014). 

6.2.1  Issues in Computing the Average Effect Size 

Glass (1976) proposed that computing and averaging study-level statistics such as effect sizes is what 

defined meta-analysis. The years following Glass’s seminal work saw rapid development of better 

statistics for doing meta-analytic work (Hedges and Olkin 1985; Shadish and Lecy 2015). Four 

pertinent developments regarding the average effect size are to correct for small sample bias, to 

recognize that effect sizes within studies are not independent, to weight effect sizes according to the 

amount of information they contain (precision) when combining them, and to choose between a 

fixed and random effects model for computation.  

Correcting for Small Sample Bias. The d statistic overestimates the population effect size when 

sample sizes are small. A correction for this bias is available for two of the between-case effect sizes 

in this report, and it never does harm to use it even when sample sizes are large. Especially given 

that SCDs often have small sample sizes, the correction has a useful impact on interpretation. Both 

the Hedges et al. (2012, 2013; Shadish et al. 2014) and Pustejovsky et al. (2014) effect sizes make this 

correction automatically in their software, and this could be done with the Swaminathan et al. (2014) 

effect size by adding syntax.33

                                                 
33 The issue is slightly more complex in this latter case because Swaminathan et al. (2014) used a Bayesian approach in 

which the application of this correction would require further study.  
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In the between-groups literature where this correction was first developed, small sample referred to 

the number of cases, for instance, the number of people assigned to a treatment or control group in 

a randomized experiment. Recall from section 5.1, however, that the key statistical issue is actually 

the amount of information a study provides. In between-groups research, group sample size is an 

important influence on information, but even there, other factors also affect information. An 

example is when nesting occurs, as when classrooms are randomly assigned to conditions but 

outcomes are measured at the student level. There, the amount of information in the experiment is 

reduced as the intraclass correlation increases (the ICC is a commonly used measure of the extent to 

which observations or their errors are dependent). Similarly in SCDs, the amount of information is 

not just a matter of the number of cases but also a function of the number of observations within 

cases, the number of phase reversals in ABAB designs (in SCD parlance, one version of the number 

of replications), the serial dependence (autocorrelation) of observations within cases, and the ratio of 

between-case variation to within-case variation. Statistical details aside, our experience is that SCDs 

often provide considerably more information (and precision) than one might guess given the 

number of cases. A corollary is that the correction for small sample size bias—while it should 

probably always be applied in SCD research—may make less difference than one might think based 

solely on the number of cases in the study. 

Dealing with Multiple Effect Sizes From One Study. Many SCDs will measure more than one 

outcome, leading to multiple effect sizes (one for each outcome). While these multiple effect sizes 

may be important to detailed interpretation of the study itself, including them in a meta-analysis 

presents a minor problem. Most statistical analyses make an independence assumption34 (that errors 

from one observation have no systematic relationship with those from another observation), and 

meta-analysis is no exception. Different effect sizes computed from the same cases within a study—

as might occur if more than one outcome measure is reported—cannot be presumed to meet that 

assumption. The problem can be addressed in several ways that include using only one effect size 

per study in an analysis, using the average effect size from a study as the unit of analysis, doing a 

multivariate analysis, computing robust standard errors, or using some coding of the type of measure 

as a moderator variable. Not using one of these solutions results in an average effect size that is 

unduly influenced by studies with large numbers of effect sizes and that produces inaccurate 

                                                 
34 This is not specific to SCDs or to meta-analysis but is true no matter what the design.  
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standard errors, confidence intervals, and significance tests. Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014) 

provide a worked-through example of how to aggregate effect sizes within studies using the 

averaging method. Zelinsky and Shadish (in press) provide a worked through example of using 

robust standard errors to address the problem in SCDs.  

Weighted Average Effect Sizes. Statistical theory says that studies that provide more information 

about population parameters (i.e., that have more precision) should receive more weight than studies 

that provide less information (have less precision). As we discussed previously, in the between-

groups literature, precision is heavily a function of the number of units in a group (sample size)—the 

more people in each group, the more information. So it has become customary in the between-

groups literature to give more weight to studies with larger sample sizes. While one could weight 

effect size (d) by sample size directly (e.g., w = N, which is what the Schmidt-Hunter (2015) 

approach to meta-analysis does), a different approach called an inverse variance weight turns out to 

yield an average that has the smallest standard error. To understand it, remember that any single 

effect size will be an imperfect measure of the population effect size because of sampling error—

that one measured the effect on a particular sample of people who do not perfectly represent the full 

population of people. For the usual between-groups d-statistic, the sampling variance is  
2

1 1

1 2 1 22( )
n n dv
n n n n

+
= +

+
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where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes of two groups in an experiment. If you play with some 

numbers, you will see that the first part of the equation, sample size, usually dominates the result, 

and you will see that large sample sizes result in smaller sampling variance (v) or less uncertainty 

about the interval in which the population effect is likely to fall. That is as it should be and is one 

reason why large sample sizes are useful. Notice also that v and n are strongly negatively correlated—

the bigger the n, the smaller the v. That is also as it should be—the larger the sample size, the less 

uncertainty we have about the population effect. So in between-groups research, instead of 

weighting by N, we could weight using w = 1/v (the inverse variance weight).  

All this is more complicated in SCDs because sampling error for a between-case SCD effect size is a 

function of many more factors—not just number of cases but also number of observations within 

case, balance in the number of observations over phases, number of phases, autocorrelations, and 

the ratio of between case variability to within case variability (Hedges et al. 2012, 2013). So it would 
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make little sense to use the w = N approach to weighting because N by itself is not a very good 

index of the precision of SCD results. So the solution is to weight SCD effect sizes by precision, by 

the amount of information they provide about the population effect size. More cases provide more 

information but so do more observations within case, equal numbers of observations over phases, 

more phases, lower autocorrelations, and lower between-case variability. So SCDs need to take all 

these other factors into account (e.g., see Hedges et al. 2012, 2013, for the exact forms this equation 

takes for SCDs in that specific case). Shadish, Hedges and Pustejovsky (2014) provide a worked- 

through example of how to create weights and use them in meta-analysis. 

Fixed- Versus Random-Effects Models. Some details about how to compose weights for meta-

analysis will depend on whether the analyst uses a fixed- or a random-effects analysis model. The 

choice between the two depends on the inference the analyst wants to make. Under a fixed-effects 

model, the researcher is concerned only about generalizing to studies that differ from the current 

studies solely by sampling error—that is, by who happens to be in the study. All else about the 

studies remains the same. Under a random-effects model, the researcher wants a larger 

generalization ability, to studies that may differ not just in who is in the study but in other ways like 

using different measures, different treatment variations, or different settings. The vast majority of 

evidence-based practice reviewers are interested in the kinds of generalizations represented by a 

random-effects model, and so that model has come to be the standard in most meta-analytic work. 

Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014) provide a worked-through example of how to use both 

fixed- and random-effects models in meta-analysis of SCD studies. 

6.2.2 Heterogeneity Testing  

In the WWC review of the effects of Spelling Mastery, the seven effect sizes in table 3 were all 

different from each other, ranging from d = 0.39 to 1.42. These differences occur for two reasons: 

(1) chance (sometimes called sampling error or sampling variability) and (2) systematic differences. 

Differentiating these two sources is important because the researcher cannot be expected to predict 

chance variation but could predict systematic differences using moderator variables (e.g., general, 

age, diagnosis, length of treatment). Fortunately, meta-analysis allows us to make this differentiation 

using heterogeneity testing.  
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We can measure how much we expect a set of effect sizes to differ by chance using analytic 

formulas that measure sampling error associated with the effect size (Shadish and Haddock 2009). 

For example, the sampling variance of the usual between-groups d-statistic (equation (1)) is given in 

equation (2) above. To illustrate, if a randomized experiment produced a d = .40 and had sample 

sizes of n1 = n2 = 30 in each group, then v = 0.068. If we repeated the experiment but with different 

people, then we would not expect to see d = .40 but rather to see an effect size that varies from the 

original one due to sampling error. If we repeated the experiment a large number of times, we would 

expect to see a distribution of d’s with variance v. For example, the standard error of the effect size is 

the square root of v, or 0.261 in this example. We could compute a confidence interval around the 

effect size in the usual way, for example, resulting in a 95 percent confidence interval of -0.11 ≤ δ ≤ 

0.91. That is one way to indicate how much an effect size could vary by chance even when the 

underlying population δ = 0.40—pretty big variation just by chance!  

Now that we know how much variability we can expect by chance, we want to determine if the 

observed variance in a set of effect sizes is significantly larger than that and, if so, by how much. 

Meta-analysts use homogeneity statistics to test this. For instance, a Q-test statistic (essentially, a chi-

square test) examines whether the amount of observed variance is significantly larger than would be 

expected by chance and an I2 statistic that ranges from zero to one quantifies the percentage of 

observed variance in a set of effect sizes that is more than would have been expected by chance. In a 

nutshell, significant heterogeneity is a sign that the meta-analyst has more work to do in finding 

predictors of effect size variation. For example, for the three studies of Spelling Mastery (two in 

table 3 plus the SCD study), Q = 2.95 (df = 2, p = .2285), suggesting that the observed variability in 

the effect sizes over these three studies may not be greater than expected by chance. Like any other 

significance test, of course, this nonsignificant result might be due to low power (only three studies), 

a particular problem in meta-analytic heterogeneity testing where many meta-analyses have few 

studies (Shadish and Haddock 2009). The I2 statistic is less influenced by sample size and in this case 

is I2 = .32, so that about 32 percent of the total variation in these effect sizes is due to true variation 

in effect size parameters. This is usually considered a small I2, but it does suggest some of the 

variation in effect sizes could be due to the systematic influences of moderator variables. Shadish, 

Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014) provide a worked-through example of how to do heterogeneity 

testing in meta-analysis. 
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6.2.3  Forest Plots and Cumulative Meta-Analyses 

Forest plots are graphs that display all effect sizes and their standard errors, and they are widely used 

in meta-analysis. Each row is a study effect size represented by a dark square, and a line depicting 

the size of the confidence interval surrounds the square. Figure 1 provides an example from a meta-

analysis of seven SCD studies using Pivotal Response Training to help children on the autism 

spectrum (Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky, 2014, provide a worked-through example of how to 

create these plots).  

Figure 1. Sample forest plot 
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Many variations of forest plots exist. In figure 1, studies are ordered by study precision (smallest 

standard error); the size of the central square is proportional to precision; the line surrounding the 

square is a 95 percent confidence interval; and the random effects average is also presented. But 

studies could be ordered alphabetically or by year of publication; one could use wider or narrower 

confidence intervals; and one could either omit the meta-analytic average or present both a fixed- 

and random-effects average.  

Individual SCDs sometimes lack sufficient precision to yield significant results, leading to large 

confidence intervals that indicate great uncertainty about the size of the population effect. That can 

happen even when the effect size is large, as with the Thorp et al. (1995) study in figure 1 with an 

effect size of 0.94 but with a confidence interval that includes zero. Pooling of results in a meta-

analysis, as we have just described, greatly ameliorates the smaller power of single studies by taking 

advantage of the greater amount of information present across studies so that the confidence 

interval becomes quite a bit smaller for that meta-analytic average than for many of the individual 

studies themselves.  

A cumulative meta-analysis (Lau, Antman, Jimenez-Silva, Kepelnick, Mosteller, and Chalmers 1992) 

is a forest plot that differs from the usual forest plot in two ways. First, it presents studies ordered 

by time from oldest to newest, and second, each row is the average of the study named in that row 

with all studies that preceded it in time (i.e., above it in the plot). The plot has several motivations. 

One is to make visually clear how the precision of an effect tends to increase over time as more and 

more studies are combined—usually, the confidence intervals around the average effect sizes tend to 

get smaller over time. Another is to suggest to reviewers when additional studies on the topic might 

or might not need to be done. Sometimes the cumulative average stabilizes to a value in a very 

narrow range with a very small confidence interval after a certain number of studies have been done 

so that new studies on exactly the same question may not be the wisest use of resources. A third 

motivation is to provide a method to policymakers who want to keep track of the cumulative results 

of the studies they have funded on a topic.  For example, figure 2 presents a cumulative plot for a 

set of SCD studies of treatments in neuropsychological rehabilitation (Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, 

Boyajian et al. 2014). The earliest study in that sample (done in 1984) had an effect size of d = 2.400. 

The average of the first and second studies ever done was d = 1.23, of the first three studies done 
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was d = 0.45, and so forth. The cumulative plot indicates how the average effect size changes as 

more studies are done. The effect size stabilized substantially as more studies were added, as 

evidenced by the location of the black squares stabilizing vertically in the graph. After about 2004, 

not much really changed in either the effect size or the confidence interval. Policymakers and 

researchers can both then ask if this program of research has matured in its current form, how 

future studies on the topic should be designed to yield novel information, or whether funding can be 

moved to other topics about which fewer studies have been done.  

Figure 2. Sample cumulative meta-analysis 
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Given the purpose that instigated them, cumulative plots are always ordered from oldest to newest 

study. In theory, however, other orderings might make sense. For example, one could order studies 

from most to least precise, to see what happens to the meta-analytic average as less precise studies 

are added to the average. Such variations are not done mostly because meta-analysts have not found 

them very interesting, but they and other orderings are certainly possible.  

6.2.4  Meta-Analytic Diagnostics 

Diagnostic methods examine effect sizes for clues about potential problems. Complete sets of 

diagnostics are rarely reported in publications. Instead, the analyst uses them in an exploratory 

fashion to understand the characteristics of the data or whether the data meet the assumptions 

required for a meta-analysis. For example, leave-one-out methods recompute meta-analytic statistics 

(e.g., average, heterogeneity) leaving out each study one at a time to see how much the statistics are 

influenced by that study. Plots of standardized residuals can indicate if residuals are normally 

distributed. Galbraith plots suggest which studies contribute most to heterogeneity. When Shadish, 

Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014, with worked-through examples) applied these methods to the PRT 

data in the forest plot presented earlier, one study (Schreibman, Stahmer, Barlett, and Dufek 2009) 

was consistently an outlier (with lower ES) and influential in the analysis. This does not mean 

something is wrong with this study—e.g., that study actually had the highest precision of all studies. 

Rather, the challenge for the meta-analyst is to decide why that case is so influential, a detective-like 

process likely to yield hypotheses for further research rather than certainty. For example, the sample 

of children with ASDs treated by Schreibman et al. (2009) was the youngest of all groups of 

participants in the PRT studies. It is possible that younger children obtain smaller benefits from 

PRT, but this remains a hypothesis for future work. An important contribution of measuring effect 

sizes may be identification of such possible moderating variables to be explored further in the meta-

analysis (if enough studies varying on age exist) or in future research.

6.2.5  Moderator Analyses 

Just as in any primary study, the meta-analyst can try to predict variation in effect sizes using the 

meta-analytic equivalents of t-tests, analysis of variance, or regression (Shadish, Hedges, and 
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Pustejovsky 2014, provide worked-through examples). The analyst codes a variable thought to 

influence effect size, for example, age of the children, and then uses that code to predict effect size. 

Just as is the case in computing the meta-analytic average, the analyses also involve inverse variance 

weighting so that studies with more precise estimates have more impact on the results than studies 

with less precise estimates.  

Of course, one does not need to limit moderator analyses to the meta-analytic context. Individual 

study reports of SCD results can also use effect sizes to test moderators, for example, that the 

intervention works better for older children than younger children within the study. The main 

limitation of such an effort will be the lower power of that test in a single study given the few 

number of cases typically reported in any one SCD study. A meta-analysis is likely to have higher 

power for moderator tests.  

6.2.6  Publication Bias Analyses 

Publication bias refers to the possibility that the available studies (i.e., studies that the reviewer doing 

a meta-analysis has been able to obtain) are a biased sample of all studies conducted on a topic. 

Compelling evidence suggests that such biases do exist (Rothstein, Sutton, and Borenstein 2005). In 

between-groups research, the reason for this bias is that authors have a lower probability of 

submitting a manuscript for publication, and reviewers have a lower probability of recommending 

publication, if that manuscript reports nonsignificant results. If those studies are omitted from a 

review, the resulting estimate of the effect (whether that estimate is quantitative or narrative) may 

overestimate the effect that would have been estimated had all studies been available. Also, if those 

omitted studies are systematically different from the included studies in such ways as having 

different kinds of cases, settings, treatment variations, or outcomes, the field is deprived of 

knowledge about what variations do not result in the effect. After all, reliable knowledge about what 

does not work is also important for policymakers and practitioners to know. 

 

At first glance, one might think that publication bias is unlikely in SCD research because so few 

SCD researchers use statistics, and without statistics one cannot reject a manuscript based on lack of 

statistical significance. However, publication bias might take a different form in SCD research. In 

many SCD communities, tradition requires demonstrating a large and visually detectable functional 
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relationship between the treatment and outcome (Kazdin 1982, 2011; Kratochwill et al. 2010, 2013), 

which seems to be the visual equivalent of a large effect size in statistics. The professional 

experience of the authors of this paper suggests that demonstrating a functional relationship is an 

important factor used in publication decisions about articles in the SCD community. If so, SCD 

researchers may (a) stop treating a case if treatment appears not to work and never present those 

results, (b) continue the study but decide not to write a manuscript or submit it for publication, or 

(c) include in a manuscript only cases that did find a functional relationship (although this would 

usually be considered inappropriate, some reason exists to think it sometimes happens35). Reviewers 

or editors may reject manuscripts without a demonstrated functional relationship. Reason exists to 

think at least some of these mechanisms operate in the SCD literature (Mahoney 1977; Sham and 

Smith 2014). So even if SCD researchers never calculate an effect size, their reliance using visual 

analysis to detect a strong functional relationship may lead them to give publication preference to 

studies that show larger effect sizes.  

Regardless of the source, if there is a lower probability of finding studies with smaller (as opposed to 

larger) effect sizes in the available literature on a particular intervention, then the average effect size 

of that intervention is over-estimated by the available studies in that literature. This is not a failing of 

effect sizes but a bias that applies to the available literature. The result is that the scientific literature 

over-estimates the effects of an intervention. The statistical literature contains a considerable body 

of methods to use effect sizes to detect (and sometimes to adjust for) potential publication bias 

(Rothstein, Sutton, and Borenstein 2005; Shadish, Hedges, Pustejovsky, Boyajian, et al. 2014; 

Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky 2014).  

Publication bias analyses in meta-analysis are intended to do two things. The first is to assess the 

likelihood that publication bias may be present in the effect sizes being studied. Methods for doing 

this include some simple statistical tests (e.g., Begg and Mazumdar 1994; Egger, Davey Smith, 

Schneider, and Minder 1997); inspecting a funnel plot; and in meta-analyses that contain both 

published and unpublished studies, seeing if their effect sizes differ in the direction predicted by 

publication bias expectations. The second is to estimate what the average effect size would be if all 

                                                 
35 Shadish, Zelinsky, Vevea, and Kratochwill (2014) have just completed a survey of several hundred SCD researchers on 

factors that influence decisions to publish. Between 5-15 percent of respondents said they were likely or very likely to 
drop a case prior to submitting for publication. Results are currently being prepared for publication.  
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studies were included in the meta-analysis. Methods for doing this include trim-and-fill analysis 

(Duval 2005; Duval and Tweedie 2000a, 2000b) and selection model methods (Hedges and Vevea 

1996; Vevea and Hedges 1995). None of these methods is perfect, but their use will encourage SCD 

meta-analysts to think about whether the problem needs attention. Shadish, Hedges, and 

Pustejovsky (2014) provide worked-through examples for computing publication bias analyses. They 

found modest evidence that publication bias may exist in the Pivotal Response Training literature 

and that adjusting for that bias might result in lowering the effect size by about 25 percent.  

Of course, the computation of an effect size will not, in itself, stop the practices that lead to 

publication bias from occurring. Indeed, to the extent that some SCD researchers believe that 

demonstrating a visually compelling functional relationship (and implicitly, then, a large statistical 

effect size) should be an important consideration in publication decisions, those researchers may 

argue we should in principle continue such practices. Researchers with this belief may then continue 

to give priority to the publication of large visual effects in their own work or in the review process. 

Even so, others are likely to compute an effect size on such data, and the results will then shed light 

on the possible effects of such practices on conclusions about what works. So in sum, our 

recommendation is to report a between-case effect size independently of the findings of a visual 

analysis about the effects of a treatment. If the SCD researcher does not do it, it is likely that 

reviewers who are not SCD researchers (such as those in federal and other research clearinghouses) 

will do so anyway.  

In some respects, the issue of publication bias in SCD research may prove to be one of the most 

intellectually interesting but also contentious sources of discussion related to the present paper. The 

dilemma is this: For many SCD researchers, there is an assumption that only studies documenting a 

functional relation warrant publication. Studies that do not demonstrate a functional relation are 

considered uninterpretable; for example, a negative result may not mean that the treatment failed but 

that the treatment was not adequately implemented or that the outcome was not measured with 

sufficient reliability or validity. Still, a negative result may mean the treatment does not work in at 

least some cases, and in principle, it is quite feasible to assess whether treatment implementation or 

measurement unreliability are problems in any given study. So a need exists to better define the 

professional standards for publishing negative effects and the process for documenting intervention 

ineffectiveness. In principle, knowledge of what does not work should have just as much a place in 
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evidence-based practice reviews as knowledge of what does work. We cannot resolve this dilemma 

in the present paper, but we hope the methods we propose will help researchers in and out of the 

SCD community to study the issue. 

6.3  Issues That Arise When Combining Results From SCDs With 
Results From Between-Groups Experiments 

In section 6.1, we gave an example of a WWC review that did not include a possibly relevant SCD 

study, and we said WWC excluded it for good reason, namely that the study did not meet the pilot 

WWC SCD standards because it did not have the minimum three observations per phase that the 

standards require. This example thus suggests that just because a between-case effect size allows the 

reviewer to compare and combine effect sizes from SCDs and group studies, it does not mean the 

reviewer should do so. In this section, we describe the issues that should be considered when 

making the decision about whether and how to include SCD studies in a review with between- 

group studies.  

The issue of whether and how to include SCDs is a special case of the more general issue of 

combining results from studies using different methods. That issue has been controversial since the 

earliest meta-analyses (e.g., Smith and Glass 1977), when critics said that combining randomized and 

nonrandomized group studies was unwise. Even today, this issue does not have a widely agreed-

upon answer. For many years, for example, the Cochrane Collaboration (www.cochrane.org) relied 

nearly exclusively on evidence from randomized experiments to the exclusion not just of SCDs but 

of most other between-groups studies that did not use random assignment.  

This nearly exclusive reliance on randomized experiments is changing. A special issue of the journal 

Research Synthesis Methods focused on issues that arise when including nonrandomized studies in 

systematic reviews of interventions (Reeves and Wells 2013), all of which should apply to SCDs as 

much as to other experiments that do not use random assignment. One issue is that randomized 

experiments are known in theory to yield statistically unbiased effects, something most 

nonrandomized experiments cannot claim. Thus, the reviewer needs methods to understand the 

degree of bias that may exist in nonrandomized experiments. A second issue is confounding, as 

when the treatment and control group are composed of people with different characteristics related 

http://ies.ed.gov/transfer.asp?location=cochrane.org/
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to outcome, often called selection bias. How to assess confounders and their impact becomes 

important. A third issue is selective reporting of results, which not only includes the publication bias 

matter just discussed but also includes other problems like selective reporting of analyses within a 

study even when that study was published. Solutions include referring to pre-study protocols or 

institutional review board submissions to see if the executed study reported all the planned analyses 

or contacting original authors about the work. A fourth issue is how to report results from studies 

with different designs in a systematic review. The reviewer may, for example, report results 

separately for different designs or have a table showing whether the people, interventions, outcomes, 

or settings differed in a systematic way across each study design.  

Consider how these issues might relate to SCDs. The first issue is bias. Like most nonrandomized 

experiments, SCDs cannot claim to yield the statistically unbiased effects of a randomized 

experiment (see section 2.3.1). How, then, do we understand the quantity and quality of any bias that 

might be present? Comparing results from SCDs and randomized experiments on the same topic is 

a start and should be done, but it is far from definitive because SCDs may be done with different 

people, interventions, outcomes, or settings that can also affect the size of effects. Bias checklists 

specific to SCDs are useful, listing possible sources of bias and response options for understanding 

the biases that might apply. Bias may also differ for different kinds of SCDs, like the four basic 

SCDs outlined in section 2.1; indeed, addressing these potential design-based differences is the point 

of the pilot WWC SCD standards. Even if biases do not exist, SCDs may provide data about 

particular kinds of people, interventions, outcomes, or settings that are generally not available in 

randomized experiments, where that information is germane to the evidence-based practice decision 

at issue. Reviewers may need to take that into account when deciding whether to include SCDs in 

the review.  

The second issue is confounding. The usual conception of selection bias, that people in the 

treatment group are different from those in the control, does not apply because the case acts as its 

own control in an SCD. Temporal confounding sometimes occurs in other interrupted time series 

when the composition of the sample in the time series changes over time. That will not occur when 

a single person is the case in an SCD, though it could occur when the case is an aggregate like a 

classroom whose composition could change over time. The most common confound in any time 

series, including an SCD, is that some event other than treatment occurs at the same time as 
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treatment and is the actual cause of the observed results (Campbell called this the history threat to 

internal validity). It is precisely in order to reduce the plausibility of such bias that most standards for 

SCD require three separate demonstrations of the effect, as we discussed in section 2.2.3. The 

confound could also be a change in outcome recording procedures concurrent with a change in 

phases. This is very unlikely in SCDs, where great emphasis is placed on constant and reliable 

measurement over time, though the issue has not been sufficiently explored empirically to be 

confident that the emphasis in theory is well implemented in practice.  

The third issue is selective reporting, that is, a tendency to report favorable results and under-report 

negative results within one study. This is clearly not specific to SCDs—indeed there is good 

evidence that selective reporting of outcome measures occurs in many kinds of designs (e.g., Dal-Re 

and Caplan 2014; Dwan et al. 2008). Yet it has not received adequate attention in the SCD literature. 

For example, an SCD researcher studying several cases might decide not to include one of those 

cases in a publication because the case did not demonstrate a functional relationship or could not 

reach a stable baseline. Or the researcher might drop an observation within a case because it 

displayed unusual behavior like being unusually discrepant from other observations during 

baseline—the latter would generally be considered very poor professional practice in the SCD 

community, but some evidence exists it may sometimes happen. We need to learn how often such 

decisions occur in SCD research, the reasons for the decision, and what consequences might ensue 

from it.  

The fourth issue also concerns reporting. The most common practice in reviews of between-groups 

studies is probably to report results separately for different designs (e.g., separately for randomized 

experiments, regression discontinuity designs, and nonequivalent comparison group designs), rather 

than combining results into one effect size. This is probably a good starting point when including 

SCDs in evidence-based practice reviews (e.g., reporting results from SCDs separately from the 

various kinds of between-groups designs above), at least until bias, confounding, and selective 

reporting are all better understood. Another option is sensitivity analysis, to see how the results of 

the review would change with and without the SCDs in the final summary. SCDs will probably also 

need different formats for tables that summarize individual studies, for example, reporting number 

of time points, number of cases, and kind of design, in addition to the usual practice of describing 

outcome measures, case characteristics, and setting. Some mechanism would need to be developed 
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for reporting the relatively rare cases in which random assignment is used to assign conditions to 

time, perhaps a footnote if nothing else (Kratochwill and Levin 2010). Finally, reporting should 

make particular note of the kinds of people, interventions, outcomes, or settings that are uniquely 

represented in SCDs compared to studies with other designs. Such information helps inform 

conclusions about generalizability. For example, it might be that the kinds of interventions studied in 

SCDs, typically with intense provider involvement with an individual case over a period of time, is 

systematically different from the kinds of interventions studied in group experiments.  

All of these issues need discussion specific to SCDs, and full discussion with plausible solutions will 

take years. This paper can only raise the issues, not resolve them. Our own beliefs are optimistic on 

all counts and support the inclusion of SCDs in evidence-based practice reviews.  

Computationally, the procedures for combining SCDs and between-groups experiments are the 

same as presented above for combining SCD effect sizes. Worked-through examples are not any 

different. However, we recommend that that the researcher code whether each effect size came 

from an SCD or some other design (or even more specific codes for the kind of SCD or the kind of 

between-groups design). Those codes could then be used as moderator variables to see whether 

different designs yield different effect size magnitudes when applied to the same question. If effect 

sizes from SCDs do eventually prove to be larger than those from between-groups designs, as 

suggested in section 3.1.2, the research community will need to address the wisdom or even the 

meaning of a pooled effect size over all designs. Shadish, Hedges, and Pustejovsky (2014) show 

worked-through examples of how to analyze moderator variables, so the researcher only needs to 

substitute the name(s) of their design variable(s) for the moderators used in those examples.  

The fact that these between-case effect sizes are design comparable also allows their use to study 

differences between diverse experimental designs. For example, for several decades now between-

groups researchers have been interested in what have come to be called within-study comparisons 

(WSCs; Cook, Shadish, and Wong 2008; Shadish and Cook 2009), studies that compare results from 

randomized and nonrandomized experiments in order to learn about such things as the conditions 

under which the latter can approximate the former and any systematic differences between design 

types that might make their direct comparison more complex. Between-case effect sizes allow us to 

extend that work to the comparison of SCDs to other experimental methodologies. The WSC 
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literature has burgeoned rapidly, but extensions of it to any form of time series is mostly lacking, so 

adding the study of SCDs to this mix would fill an important gap.  

6.4  Design Standards as Inclusion Criteria in Reviews  With SCDs 

One key tenet of systematic reviews is to have explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria for what 

studies are in the review. One class of such criteria is design standards, the idea that studies should 

have used a design that is appropriate to the question being asked and that meets professionally 

defined criteria for methodological quality. The WWC Procedures and Standards Handbook (U.S. 

Department of Education 2014a), for example, specifies designs that meet standards with or without 

reservations and does so for such diverse designs as randomized experiments, regression 

discontinuity design, and SCDs (as we mentioned before, these are pilot standards for SCDs). For 

randomized experiments, for example, the combination of overall or differential attrition from 

conditions after random assignment can change the rated quality of the study or remove it from the 

review entirely. Even with attrition, studies can qualify for inclusion if the researcher demonstrates 

baseline equivalence between remaining treatment and control participants. This leads, of course, to 

debate about what constitutes acceptable equivalence, and such standards can change as more is 

learned about the impact of any particular criterion on the bias and precision of the resulting effect 

size estimate.  

For SCDs, the criteria that WWC uses to define whether a study meets standards with or without 

reservations were listed in section 2.2.3 of this paper. Many reviewers will use such standards as they 

plan a review that might include SCD studies. That being said, we should remember that 

professional consensus about standards can change with experience and empirical data. For 

example, single-case researchers have been encouraged to identify a practice as evidence-based using 

the 5-3-20 rule, which states that sufficient evidence exists to assess an intervention as evidence 

based if (1) at least 5 SCD studies are available that each meet both design and evidence standards; 

(2) those studies are conducted by at least three different research teams in different locations; and 

(3) the combined number of cases across all qualified studies is at least 20. Just like attrition and 

equivalence thresholds for randomized experiments can change, so too can the three specific 

numbers in the 5-3-20 rule change based on further analysis of empirical study. Imagine, for 

example, that substantial evidence accumulates that a 4-3-20 rule consistently gives the same average 
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effect size as a 5-3-20 rule. Conversely, imagine that evidence suggests that 20 cases are simply not 

enough to document a reliable effect. Standards may then change. Of course, the only way to 

accumulate such evidence is to study these matters empirically and report results publicly. Hence, we 

encourage interested scholars to pursue such research.  
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7. Future Directions and Development for Between-
Case Single-Case Design Effect Sizes 

The present paper suggests practices that the authors believe will improve analysis within SCDs, 

increase the chances that SCDs are included in formal meta-analyses, increase the use of SCDs to 

identify evidence-based practices, and increase the ability of single-case researchers to identify 

moderating variables that may guide ongoing lines of research by searching for variables across 

studies that influence the size of effect and that might not have sufficient power or variability to be 

detected with any one SCD study. This final chapter suggests the kinds of activities that are needed 

to foster continued development of between-case effect sizes.   

7.1.  Research to Improve Between-Case Effect Sizes 

Despite their advantages for the inclusion of SCDs in the evidence-based practice literature, 

between-case effect sizes in SCDs are very new and will benefit from considerable additional 

development. This chapter discusses some of the directions and developments that are needed 

(many of which are already in progress).  

Extensions to Other SCD Designs. Between-case effect sizes are developed for reversal and 

multiple baseline designs but not explicitly developed for other SCDs. Two extensions are salient. 

The first is to other basic designs such as alternating treatment or changing criterion designs, which 

will require additional basic statistical research. The second is demonstrating how to apply effect 

sizes to complicated designs, such as when a time series starts with a baseline and then switches to 

an alternating treatments design to test two interventions, followed by a generalization phase.  

In principle, the answer to this second extension is less complex than might first seem. Most effect 

sizes used in evidence-based practice reviews, including reviews of between-groups designs, are 

computed on the comparison of just two conditions at a time. For example, a randomized 

experiment may have three conditions (two treatments and a control) and use a factorial design in 

which those conditions are crossed with gender (male, female), resulting in a 3 x 2 factorial design. 

The main analysis might be a regression, including main effects and interactions, and it is certainly 
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possible to compute an omnibus effect size that incorporates all of these conditions at once (e.g., a 

measure of percentage of variance accounted for by the factors and conditions in total). However, 

few between-groups researchers would compute the omnibus effect size because it is usually of little 

theoretical or practical interest. A little thought suggests the same may be largely true of SCDs. For 

the complex design described in the previous paragraph, an omnibus effect size would likely have 

little meaning. Instead, just like the between-groups researcher, the SCD researcher would likely be 

more interested in various pairwise comparisons—e.g., the effect of baseline compared to Treatment 

A or of Treatment B to generalization. These pairwise comparisons are easily done with existing 

methods when the complex design is composed of multiple baseline or reversal designs (though an 

adjustment for doing multiple tests may be warranted if conducting multiple tests of statistical 

significance). For instance, comparing baseline to Treatment A simply involves selecting only the 

outcome data for those two conditions and then computing either the multiple baseline or reversal 

effect size, depending on which fits the data.  

All this is not to say that omnibus tests are of no interest. For example, Shadish, Kyse, and 

Rindskopf (2013; see also Shadish, Zuur, and Sullivan 2014) show examples of how multilevel 

models can be used to analyze all the data in a complex SCD at once. Such models may come closer 

to reflecting the complexities that SCD researchers use in making judgments about the existence of 

functional relationships. However, they do not serve the same function as a between-case effect size. 

One reason is that, in their usual unstandardized form, they typically do not place diverse outcomes 

into a common metric. Another reason is that no statistical proofs currently exist that the effect 

estimate they yield is identical to the usual between-case effect size. Finally, such models usually 

summarize treatment effects over all features of the design rather than on a given pair-wise 

comparison that is the focus of a between-case effect size. For example, a multilevel analysis of an 

SCD study that includes baseline, treatment, generalization, and follow-up phases may produce an 

effect over all phases, but a between-case effect size always focuses on a comparison between just 

two phases. These limitations are remediable. Still, it is unlikely that any single statistic will meet all 

the needs of SCD researchers, just as is the case with between-groups researchers. 

Extensions Regarding Trend. One need is for continued work on incorporating trend in an 

accessible way. The Pustejovsky et al. (2014) effect size makes significant progress on this but may 

not be as accessible to SCD researchers as a method in a commonly used program like SPSS or with 
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a graphical user interface. Further, little thought has yet been given to the nature of between-case 

effect sizes when nonlinear trend may be present; methods for including nonlinearities in the 

analysis of SCD data exist (e.g., Shadish, Zuur, and Sullivan, 2014; Sullivan, Shadish, and Steiner in 

press), but extending them to include the estimation of a between-case effect size remains to be 

done. For both linear and nonlinear trend, more needs to be done to address the point at which 

treatment effects are assessed when trend is present. Work on the latter could also address an issue 

important to SCD researchers: the immediacy of the change after the introduction of treatment. 

When the researcher does have an a priori hypothesis about when change should occur, effect sizes 

that incorporate trend can assess effects at or around that specific time. Without a prior hypothesis, 

more exploratory methods will be useful (e.g., Shadish, Kyse, and Rindskopf 2013; Shadish, Zuur, 

and Sullivan 2014), though they may not result in a between-case effect size at their current stage of 

development.  

Related work would concern how much trend is too much for accurately estimating treatment 

effects. For example, too much trend might be defined as statistically significant trend, though 

power concerns for testing the presence of trend in samples typical of SCD research are nontrivial. 

One could also review existing literatures to tell whether taking into account trend of any kind (e.g., 

linear, nonlinear) in the statistical analysis yields quantitatively or qualitatively different conclusions 

about treatment effects.  

When The Predicted Effect Is Change in Slope or in Variability. The preceding section 

assumed the effect of interest was a change in level, with trend in a form that made it more difficult 

to detect that change. Sometimes, however, the SCD researcher will predict (or find retrospectively) 

that a change in trend is the effect of an intervention. In principle, once solutions are developed for 

the simple trend problem, predicted changes in trend should be easy to incorporate into the effect 

size, mostly through specification of the time point within the treatment phase at which the 

researcher wishes to measure that change in trend. This challenge is more significant with data sets 

demonstrating strong ceiling or floor effects where the slope and variability are truncated or where 

the researcher predicts a change only in variability of the outcome measure as a result of the 

intervention. Further work on these latter problems would be worthwhile.  
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Extensions to Other Outcome Metrics. Reason exists to think current between-case effect sizes 

may be at least somewhat robust to violations of the assumption of normality of residuals. Still, 

given the prevalence of patently non-normal outcome variables in SCD research, relying on the 

possibility of robustness is less reassuring than (a) empirical investigations into the robustness 

properties of estimators that use the normality assumption and (b) effect size estimators developed 

specifically for outcomes with non-normally distributed errors. Examples include Poisson 

distributions for count data and binomial distributions for rate data. Even the latter are not a 

complete set of options, however. Some evidence is emerging that count and rate data in SCDs are 

likely to be overdispersed, that is, have more variability than is expected given the properties of the 

distribution (Shadish, Kyse, and Rindskopf 2013; Shadish, Zuur, and Sullivan 2014). So the research 

possibilities here are extensive.  

Number of Cases. Another limitation is the requirement to have multiple cases in order to 

compute a between-case effect size. In part, this requirement is definitional—one cannot have a 

between-case effect size without having multiple cases. That does not mean, however, that no 

progress could be made to address the problem. It may be, for example, that one could compute the 

standard deviation in equation (2) for dbetween, and then substitute that for the denominator of equation 

(1) for dwithin to yield an effect size for each case. The viability and statistical properties of such an 

approach require further research. Similarly, it may be that current or new within-case effect sizes 

could be developed in a way that shows how to convert them to between-case effect sizes. The latter 

is not as simple as, say, averaging all the overlap statistics in a study, however. That average would 

still be based on within-case standardization and so not comparable to between-groups effect sizes.  

What should an evidence-based practice reviewer do when it is not possible to compute a between-

case effect size on studies that have only one or two cases? Although evidence suggests studies with 

so few cases are the minority (Shadish and Sullivan 2011), not using even a few studies wastes 

information. Until future technical developments solve this problem, the reviewer can do two 

things. One is to review them qualitatively in the same review as the studies on which a between-

case effect size can be computed, focusing especially on whether they differ from other studies in 

important ways—do they use systematically different kinds of cases, treatments, outcomes, or 

settings, for example? Second, pertinent statistics can still be computed. One case allows computing 

the numerator of the effect size, that is, the mean difference between conditions; that can be 
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compared to the numerators of studies with three cases for overall comparability, at least when the 

same outcome variable is used. Two cases allow computing the denominator of the effect size (one 

can’t compute a variance between cases without at least two cases), which then allows computing the 

effect size itself for similar comparison. The researcher should be cautious about this option, in 

particular recognizing that such few cases may result in an effect size that is quite different in 

magnitude from the other effect sizes by chance alone. Three cases are required (for statistical 

reasons) to compute the sampling error of the effect size (and so to compute significance tests and 

confidence intervals and to compute the inverse variance weights for meta-analytic integration) and 

to compute the correction for small sample bias. So, much can be learned from studies with one or 

two cases even if all options are not possible.  

The accumulation of empirical evidence about the magnitude of between-case versus within-case 

variability may also present research opportunities analogous to those that have arisen in between-

groups studies with clustered sampling. Compendia of empirical information have been useful in 

providing guidelines for converting among effect sizes of different types (roughly analogous to dbetween 

and dwithin in the SCD context). Such information might be as useful in informing design decisions in 

SCDs as it has been in the design of between-groups design. 

Clarifying Relations of Within-Case Effect Sizes to Between-Case Effect Sizes. As currently 

developed, within-case and between-case effect sizes have no clear relationship to each other. If 

conditions could be specified under which the two variants could be equated, that would allow SCD 

researchers to reap the benefits of both—descriptions of effect size for each case and descriptions 

of effect size in a metric comparable to that used in between-groups studies.  

7.2  Conclusions 

Largely due to the impact of evidence-based practice, SCD research is at a historic crossroad. It can 

continue forward as it has for many decades, relying nearly exclusively on the methods that have 

served it so well, such as visual analysis, but that have not necessarily led SCDs to be included in 

many pertinent evidence-based practice reviews. Or it can take a risk and expand to consider 

whether at least some statistics can be useful to SCD work, especially in garnering the recognition 

SCD research needs to be included in evidence-based practice reviews. SCD researchers are in a very 
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unusual position in this regard. The value of research findings using SCDs is getting increasing 

recognition, and the credibility of SCD methodology to document experimental effects is solidifying.  

The next step for improving the accessibility of single-case research results is building agreement 

about effect size measures that open SCDs to a broader audience and broader forms of analysis. 
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Glossary 
Accessibility: Refers to the ease with which the statistic can be used by researchers and practitioners 

who are generally not users of advanced statistical methods.  

Alternating Treatments Design: A design in which different conditions (e.g., baseline and treatment) 
are alternated over time. Typically that alternation is more rapid than in the reversal design, 
for example, involving only one observation per phase rather than multiple observations 
within a phase. 

Autocorrelation: The correlation of one observation in a time series with one or more observations 
that occurred previously. 

Bayesian: Refers to a set of statistics tracing its history back to the Reverend Thomas Bayes, with a 
different set of rationales and statistical procedures than the statistics that are familiar to 
most researchers (the latter often called frequentist statistics, such as traditional regression). 
Bayesian statistics tend to have certain useful advantages and characteristics, for example, (1) 
they tend to function well in smaller sample sizes than frequentist statistics often require, (2) 
they allow the researcher to draw conclusions about the probability that a model is true in 
the population (contrary to common beliefs, frequentist statistics do not allow this), and (3) 
they allow (require) the researcher to specify prior knowledge about the parameter into the 
computations.  

Between-Case Effect Size: A statistic describing the size of an effect using data from many cases, 
usually taking variability between cases into account (perhaps in addition to variation within-
cases). See also Within-Case Effect Size.  

Bias: A systematic deviation of an estimate from the population value. To be distinguished in 
particular from random error, which is a random deviation from the value.  

CENT: An acronym for CONSORT Extension to N-of-1 Trials, these are guidelines to improve the 
reporting of N-of-1 trials.  

Changing Criterion Design: A design in which levels of performance on the outcome that qualify for 
reinforcement are changed over time, typically made more stringent so that performance 
improves over time.  

Confidence Interval: In frequentist statistics, an interval that surrounds an estimate of a parameter 
and that tells the probability that the parameter would fall into the interval when the study is 
repeated a large number of times. For instance, a 95% confidence interval suggests that if a 
study were repeated 100 times, 95 of the resulting 100 confidence intervals would contain 
the population parameter. Credible intervals in Bayesian statistics allow stating the 
probability (e.g., 95%) that a parameter lies in the interval. 

Confounding: Occurs when the variable of interest systematically varies with an extraneous variable.  
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CONSORT: An acronym for Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials, these are guidelines to 
improve the reporting of randomized controlled trials.  

Counterfactual: In causal inference, the counterfactual is what would have happened to a unit that 
received a condition (usually a treatment) had that unit not received the treatment.  

Covary: When two variables change systematically in relationship to each other, usually measured by 
a correlation or regression coefficient, or a covariance. In this example, treatment condition 
(e.g., whether a participant is in treatment or control) covaries with scores on the outcome 
variable—e.g., is being in treatment positively correlated with a good outcome.  

Cumulative Meta-Analysis: A meta-analytic technique that shows how the average effect size 
changes over time as more studies are added to the meta-analysis.  

dbetween: A pedagogical term used in this paper to indicate any effect size (not just a d-statistic) 
standardized using data from more than one case. 

d-statistic: Sometimes called the standardized mean difference statistic, computed as the difference in 
means of two conditions (e.g., the difference between the treatment group mean and the 
control group mean), divided by a measure of the standard deviation of that mean difference 
(often, the pooled standard deviation). Interpreted as a standard deviation, so that d = 1 
would mean the treatment group did one standard deviation better than the control group 
on the outcome measure.  

dwithin: A pedagogical term used in this paper to indicate any effect size (not just a d-statistic) 
standardized using data from only one case. 

Dependency: Most statistics assume independence of errors (or residuals). Some kinds of data are 
likely to violate that assumption, such as time series data in single-case designs where 
autocorrelation is likely.  

Detrend: When trend exists in a time series, detrending is a statistical procedure to remove trend 
from the data prior to analysis. Many ways exist to detrend data.  

Diagnostics: Statistical methods that shed light on whether the assumptions of a statistic are met or 
show how the statistic is influenced by particular observations in a set of observations.  

Effect Size: An effect size describes the magnitude of an effect or relationship. An effect size 
estimator is a particular statistic for estimating an effect size parameter.  

Evidence-Based Practice: The principle that practical decisions about what practices to use (e.g., in 
medicine, education, psychotherapy) should be based on the best available evidence from the 
research literature.  

Fixed Effect: A parameter treated as fixed in the population, varying in the sample only by virtue of 
sampling error not by variation in the population.  
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Fixed Effects Model in Meta-Analysis: A model that assumes the researcher is interested only in 
inferences about the studies in the meta-analysis, in particular, inferences about how the 
results might vary if the sample of people were different.  

Forest Plot: A graph that is widely used in meta-analysis, and that shows each study as a separate 
row. Typically, a dot represents a study effect size, the size of that dot reflects its weight in 
the meta-analysis, and the effect size is surrounded by a confidence interval. Many variations 
of these plots exist.  

Functional Relationship: The conclusion that systematic covariation between outcome and 
conditions is due to a causal relationship between them.  

Heterogeneity Testing: A set of statistics that examine the extent to which observed variation in 
effect sizes exceeds what would be expected by chance.  

I2 statistic: A descriptive statistic that shows the percentage of observed variance in effect sizes that 
exceeds what would be expected by chance.  

Inferential Test: Tests that make inferences from samples to populations. 

Internal Validity: The validity of an inference that an intervention caused an outcome.  

Interrupted Time Series Design: An experimental design in which observations of the outcome are 
recorded sequentially over time, where an intervention is introduced at some point in the 
time series to see if the outcome changes.  

Meta-Analysis: A set of quantitative methods for synthesizing the results of multiple studies on the 
same question.  

Moderator: A variable that influences the size or direction of an effect or relationship.  

Multilevel Model: A general term that refers to a class of statistics that can model dependencies 
among errors caused by autocorrelation, nesting, or other sources of dependency. 
Sometimes called hierarchical model or random coefficient model.  

Multiple Baseline Design: A design reporting multiple time series, with each series starting treatment 
at a different point in time. Can be multiple cases, multiple outcomes on one case, or 
multiple settings for one case.  

Multiple Effect Sizes within Study: Often a study will allow computation of more than one effect 
size. Such effect sizes cannot be presumed to be independent of each other and so risk 
violating the independence assumption if analyzed as if they are independent.  

Nonequivalent Comparison Group Design: An experimental design in which the groups being 
compared (e.g., treatment and control) are not formed randomly.  

Normality Assumption: The assumption that a variable (or the residuals of that variable around the 
mean) are normally distributed.  
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Overlap Statistics: In single-case designs, statistics that measure the extent to which observations 
from different phases within a case (e.g., baseline and treatment) overlap, where low overlap 
indicates higher treatment effectiveness. They are often called nonoverlap statistics to 
indicate that nonoverlap is associated with more effective treatments. 

Percentage of Nonoverlapping Data: One of the earliest and most widely used of the overlap 
statistics, it measures how many observations from one condition (usually treatment) exceed 
the highest (or lowest, depending on the direction of a positive outcome) observation in 
another condition (usually baseline).  

Phase: in a single-case design, a period of time in which the same condition is given to the case. 
Phases typically contain multiple observations in the most common SCDs (e.g., in reversal or 
multiple baseline design), but can have as few as one observation in alternating treatment 
designs.  

Poisson Distribution:  A distribution reflecting the probability of the occurrence of a given number 
of events, often used to represent count data. 

Potential Outcomes Model: A model that posits that all units have multiple potential outcomes 
before an experiment begins, each potential outcome depending on which condition they 
would receive. Only after assignment occurs do we observe the actual outcome. The effect 
of a treatment is the difference between the two potential outcomes.  

Power: The probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis. Usually described as the probability 
that the researcher will correctly conclude a treatment effect exists when, in fact, that effect 
does exist in the population.  

Publication Bias: The hypothesis that the published literature is a biased sample of the complete set 
of studies ever done on a question and that relying only on published literature in a review 
may thus result in biased estimates of the answer to the question.  

Q-Test Statistic: An inferential statistic to test for the presence of heterogeneity.  

Quantile-Quantile Plot: A probability plot for comparing two distributions. Often used to see if a 
distribution of observed scores matches an underlying assumed distribution (e.g., normality).  

R package: In the free computer program R (R Development Core Team, 2012), a package is a set of 
commands to perform certain functions or compute certain statistics. Packages are usually 
written by researchers who work on a specialized set of statistics not often available in the 
basic R program. They usually are not point-and-click, but rather require some use of syntax 
commands. They can be downloaded for free through the R website or associated sites.  

Random Effect: A parameter hypothesized to vary in the population, allowed to vary by more than 
just sampling error.  
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Random Effects Model in Meta-Analysis: A model that assumes the researcher is interested in 
inferences that go beyond the studies in the meta-analysis, for example, what results might 
be if other variations in units, treatments, outcomes, or settings were used.  

Randomized Experiment: An experiment in which conditions (e.g., treatment and control) are 
assigned by chance. In between-groups designs, conditions are usually assigned to units (e.g., 
cases), and in SCDs, conditions are usually assigned to time.  

Regression Discontinuity Design: An experiment in which units are assigned to conditions based on 
a cutoff(s) on a measured variable prior to the experiment.  

Reversal Design:  A design in which multiple conditions (most frequently, a baseline condition and a 
treatment condition) are applied to a case in sequence, usually in phases with each phase 
having multiple observations (e.g., a baseline phase with five observations). The change from 
each phase to the next is a reversal.  

SCRIBE: An acronym for Single-Case Reporting Guideline in Behavioural Interventions. These are 
guidelines to improve the reporting of single-case designs and N-of-1 trials for social, 
educational, and behavioral sciences.  

Selective Reporting: When a report of research includes only some of the results that were 
computed, typically a biased rather than a random subset of results, as when only statistically 
significant results are reported.  

Serial Dependence: In a time series, the fact that one observation may depend on the value of one or 
more previous observations.  

Single-Case Design: An experimental design with repeated assessment of an outcome over time 
within a case, both in the presence and absence of an intervention, where the experimenter 
controls the timing of the intervention both within and across cases.  

Small Sample Bias: The d-statistic overestimates the size of an effect in small samples, or more 
technically, in samples containing less statistical information; the bias can be corrected. This 
should not be confused with weighting by a function of sample size, which does not correct 
for small sample bias.  

Source of Counterfactual Inference: Because the true counterfactual can never be observed, 
researchers rely on other sources of information to estimate the true counterfactual, such as 
a randomized control group, or an extrapolation of pretreatment observations.  

Standard Error: Technically, the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of a statistic, used to 
measure how well a sample represents a population (small standard errors suggest the sample 
is likely to be closer to the population mean). Used to compute confidence intervals and 
statistical significance tests.  

Standardized Effect Size: Any effect size index that puts study results on a scale that purports to 
have the same meaning across studies. One widely used class of standardized effect sizes are 
created by dividing a measure of effect by a standard deviation (as in the standardized mean 
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difference or the correlation coefficient). However our use of the term standardized includes 
a broader set of effect sizes that make results comparable across studies in different ways 
(such as risk ratios and odds ratios), including also the overlap statistics in SCDs. 

Standardized Mean Difference: Often called a d-statistic (δ is its population parameter), this is an 
effect size obtained by subtracting the mean outcome of the comparison group from the 
mean outcome of the treatment group, and dividing that difference by an estimate of its 
standard deviation. The d-statistic is biased upwards (too large) in small sample sizes, and a 
correction for that results in the effect size statistic called g.  

Statistical Significance: A decision that a statistic is unlikely to be observed by chance if the null 
hypothesis is true.  

Tau-U: An overlap statistic that, unlike most such statistics, takes into account monotonically 
increasing or monotonically decreasing trend in the data. 

Threats to Validity: A reason why an inference may be wrong; an alternative explanation for an 
observed effect or relationship.  

Trend: A systematic increase or decrease in the value of observations over time. Trend can be linear 
or nonlinear.  

Type I Error: An incorrect conclusion that an effect or relationship exists in the population when it 
does not. An example would be to conclude a treatment is effective when it is not. The most 
commonly used nominal Type I error rate is α = .05.  

Type II Error: An incorrect conclusion that an effect or relationship does not exist in the population 
when it does exist. An example would be to conclude a treatment is not effective when it is 
effective. The most commonly used nominal Type II error rate is β = .20.  

Visual Analysis: A set of methods in SCD research to make inferences based on visual inspection of 
graphs of SCD data (e.g., inferences about the presence of trend or a treatment effect).  

Wait-List Control: A control group in which participants are placed on a wait-list to receive the 
treatment after the experiment is finished.  

Weighted and Unweighted Average Effect Size: When more than one effect size exists on a 
question, one can take the average of them in two ways. An unweighted average is the usual 
average (the sum of observations divided by the number of observations). A weighted 
average gives more weight to some samples than others. In meta-analysis, the most common 
weight is a function of sample size (usually inverse variance weighting) so that effects from 
studies with larger samples get more weight in the average.  

Within-Case Effect Size: A statistic describing the magnitude of an effect for one case using data 
only from that one case, taking into account only variation in outcome within that one case. 
See also Between-Case Effect Size. 
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Zero-Inflation: When the outcome variable is a count, it can be modeled with a Poisson distribution. 
In some data sets, however, counts of zero are more prevalent than predicted by that 
distribution. In those cases, analyses that take this excess of zeroes into account are available 
(e.g., Zuur, Saveliev, and Ieno 2012).  
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